441-LINE TELEVISION WAVEFORMS

(1) Odd and even traces showing line pedestal and sync. impulses

(2) The same as 1, plus video signal

(3) Showing start of video after framing impulses

(4) Odd and even framing pedestals and sync. impulses

(5) Same as 4 with odd and even traces nearly merged

(6) Same as 4, but completely merged
It is the perfection by the Amperex engineering staff of an evacuation and processing technique which convert these graphite anodes into keepers of vacuum of far greater merit than some of the metallic plates which have recently been rediscovered. These exclusive processes invest AMPEREX TUBES with that extra margin of efficiency reflected in unusually long life, superior performance and consequent operating economy.

Rarely, if ever, will an AMPEREX tube cause a deflection in the grid current meter*. Rarely, if ever, will an AMPEREX GRAPHITE ANODE show even a faint blush of color when operated within its recommended ratings. It is the black body and rough surface heat radiating properties of these specially processed anodes which keep them operating black and cool. The comparatively cold anode prevents spotty heating of the glass envelope with its resultant gas evolution and further serves to keep the temperature of the grid well below the point where grid emission is formed.

* Reverse grid current due to ionization in conventional gas tests.

Investigate this Extra Margin of Efficiency built into every AMPEREX TUBE.

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Inc.
79 WASHINGTON STREET

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
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Available figures show that 1,412,000 auto radios were sold in 1936 and an overwhelming percentage of them were equipped with

**S. S. WHITE**

**RADIO FLEXIBLE SHAFTS**

and companion **CASINGS**

Back of this universal preference are these sound reasons:

S. S. WHITE Shafts and Casings, expressly designed and constructed for auto radios, have the characteristics which assure smooth, effortless, sensitive tuning.

S. S. WHITE patented features, including square and octagonal swaged ends on shafts, and integral enlarged and flanged ends on casings, meet every application requirement of radio and motor car manufacturers.

S. S. WHITE, the largest flexible shaft manufacturer, has the organization, facilities and resources to meet all demands—and without sacrifice of quality under pressure.

The busy season is just ahead. With S. S. WHITE as your source of supply for flexible shafts and casings you are sure of deliveries to schedule and to specifications.

---

**The S. S. WHITE Dental Mfg. Co.**

**INDUSTRIAL DIVISION**

10 East 40th St., Room 2310E, New York, N. Y.

Over 60 years of uninterrupted flexible shaft manufacture and development.

---
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A NEW RECTIFIER BULB

the result of 30 years experience

GET SAMPLE BULB...
TEST FOR YOURSELF

NEW Note the absence of Silver deposit inside the ARGUS Bulb and how clearly the filament is seen. This ARGUS feature allows for rapid heat dissipation, thus lengthening the Bulb life.

NEW This 6 Ampere ARGUS Bulb handles from 7½ to 100 Volt requirements. Other makes require 2 Bulbs.

precision built—half wave—gas filled—rectifier bulb

GUARANTEED FOR 1500 HOURS

7 OUTSTANDING ENGINEERING FEATURES

Engineers who have had wide experience in the vacuum tube industry for 30 years have built the NEW Argus Bulb, with its new features and its broader guarantee of service. Send at once for a sample Bulb for YOUR thorough testing. The Bulb's performance will show you why we can easily give the new 1500 hour Bulb guarantee. Use the coupon above today. Argus Mfg. Corp., Cleveland, Ohio

- decreased heat in the elements, and a longer life filament.
- a semi-transparent getter deposit and a new, tough quality of glass, all providing greater heat radiation, hence increasing the Bulb's life.
- welding of the lead wires to the base in a manner which prevents oxidation.
- providing an improved carbon target, or anode, to withstand a far greater electronic force.
- increased vacuum in the Bulb, eliminating oxidation of the elements.
- making the same co-efficient of expansion and contraction for both the lead wires and the glass.
- improved Bulb manufacturing equipment, also rigid manufacturing "break-down" service tests far more severe than encountered by the Bulb in actual use.
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a New

WEBSTER ELECTRIC

Pick-Up

Modern in Appearance • Modern in Performance
Compact • • Light • • Low in Price

Here—in this new model—Webster Electric introduces a new Pick-Up with all the modernity of beautiful, streamline design, plus the mechanical design and performance features which have made Webster Electric Pick-Ups outstanding in tone quality . . .

This new Pick-Up is of the magnetic type. Its wide range of features are listed below. In addition to its typical Webster Electric high quality characteristics, it is low in price.

1. Critically damped armature, which completely eliminates resonance peaks and transient response
2. Bearing and arm design coordinated so as to maintain compensated bass response and smooth tracking
3. Inherently light construction which eliminates need for counterbalancing and detrimental inertia effect
4. Vibration-free bearings
5. Both vertical and lateral stops
6. 80 degree pivoting of vertical bearing makes needle changing easy
7. Mechanical designs and materials are time-proved
8. Modern in appearance

WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY

RACINE, WISCONSIN, U. S. A. • ESTABLISHED 1909 • EXPORT: 100 VARICK ST., NEW YORK CITY
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Minimize Power Losses
WITH BAKELITE MOLDED

FOR high-frequency parts of radio, television and other electronic devices, a special thermosetting plastic, Low-Loss Bakelite Molded, has introduced new possibilities for improvement in design.

The accompanying chart shows the values for power-loss factor of Low-Loss Bakelite Molded at 60 cycles and varying temperatures, in comparison with those of General Purpose Bakelite Molded and a competitive "low-loss" material. At 1,000,000 cycles, Low-Loss Bakelite Molded possesses a loss-factor of only 14% of the value obtained on the General Purpose type.

Also illustrated are three typical parts of modern radio capacitors and resistors that are now made for improved power efficiency from Low-Loss Bakelite Molded. Similar advantageous applications of this material throughout the field of electronics are practically unlimited.

Radio and electrical engineers are invited to consult us regarding any proposed application of Low-Loss Bakelite Molded, or of other types of the material. Also write for reference booklet 13M, "Bakelite Molded" which presents the characteristics of the various types.

BAKELITE CORPORATION, 247 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y.
BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED, 163 DUFFERIN STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

THE MATERIAL OF A THOUSAND USES
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5 Reasons Why Yaxley
ALL-WAVE SWITCHES

Provide Extreme Circuit Flexibility

Each type of Yaxley Switch on this page performs more satisfactorily or economically in the typical circuit shown than any other available switch. These are not hypothetical examples, but are taken from actual receivers in which the respective switches are now successfully employed.

**Type 3100 (Large Base)**—A maximum of 18 positions on a 1¾" base. Provides more switching combinations in a single section than may be obtained by any other switch. Circuit shown is typical of its extreme adaptability.

**Type 3100 (Small Base)**—Accomplishes large switch performance in a miniature size. Provides a maximum of 12 positions on a 1¼" base—a feat unduplicated by any other switch.

**Type 3700**—One of 22 standard constructions. Engineered especially for small chassis. Type 3700 has a maximum of 6 terminals. Accompanying circuit shows an actual wave-change application. Other switches of this series are adapted to tone control and tap switch requirements.

**Type RM**—Provides an almost limitless number of switching combinations through the use of back insulated contacts and interconnected rotor shoes. Diagram illustrates an entire 3-band receiver, the circuit switching of which is accomplished by a single RM section.

**Type RL**—Long production experience on this type has made it the standard of switch perfection. A stationary collector ring, not part of the rotor, makes more positions available—especially when all unused coils are to be shorted.

Large inventories of all parts for these switches assure you low cost and prompt deliveries. The Yaxley Manufacturing Division of P. R. Mallory welcomes your switch problems—send your circuit diagram and switch dimensions.

---

**MALLORY**

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Cable Address—PELMALLO

---

**YAXLEY**

---

www.americanradiohistory.com
MORE WE DON'T KNOW ABOUT RADIO . . . In February Electronics were asked several questions, the answers to which would help the FCC and radio set designers. So far we have no answers. Either the industry cannot answer them or has not got around to the matter yet.

In the meantime other questions have come up, the answers to which would be of material value in the administration, assignment and allocation of radio facilities. Some of them follow. Electronics will be delighted to receive any discussion of these or the February questions.

Does ground conductivity in the immediate vicinity of a radio broadcast station antenna materially affect the long-distance propagation characteristic, and how may some quantitative data be obtained?

Why is it that certain broadcast antennas erected on top of buildings show remarkable efficiency, while others which appear equally as good are quite inefficient? And can the phase relationship between the current in the building and on the antenna be so adjusted that high efficiency can be obtained in all cases?

The standard between desired and undesired signal on the same frequency has been very well agreed to as 20 to 1. What variation in this standard should be allowed between areas where there is very good radio reception and where there is poor reception?

How may the average attenuation and the unattenuated field intensity at a given point be more accurately and readily determined than by the present method of projecting the ED curve?

To what extent may the so-called wave tilt method be employed to compare and determine measuring points in making field intensity surveys?

What combined rates of attenuation (both in including and excluding the acoustical characteristics of the studio and of the reproduction room) of the various audio frequencies (or resulting radio frequency sidebands) are permissible in high fidelity broadcast transmission and reception? In normal broadcast transmission and reception?

What individual rates of attenuation of the various components are permissible? To what extent are these values dependent upon the type of program?

WQXR . . . Steady listening to early evening programs from the major and minor networks is a convincing demonstration of the fact that the broadcasters have got into a rut. This rut consists of a comedian, a jazz band, and stooges, male and female with assorted physical and mental difficulties. The pattern of each of these programs, preliminary to the real stuff of later hours (mostly dance music) is the same. And it is the most monotonous and highly paid drivel the broadcasters have as yet invented.

A British publication, years ago, stated that the ideal program from the control operator's standpoint was a single frequency of constant amplitude. Present 15-minute and half-hour programs approach this ideal asymptotically. The gags sound the same, the bands play the same tunes, the audience laughs when told, the announcer gets off his stuff at the exact predetermined moment. There doesn't seem to be a new idea in a hundred programs.

Thus it is a positive relief to be able to tune a receiver in New York City to 1550 kc. Here is WQXR (owned by J. V. L. Hogan, a radio engineer) and here is two hours (at least) of music with a minimum of talk. It is worth noting that sales of phonograph records make new peaks nearly every month. It must be that thousands of people have found that their own library of music is their only escape from complete radio monotony. WQXR is high fidelity, it plays the best of recorded music—and often

stud.o music of much entertainment value—and there is no jumping up every 15 minutes to hunt a new station, or to turn the thing off.

COVER . . . The photographs on the cover are of the screen of a cathode-ray tube scanned horizontally at 420 traces per second. The vertical deflection consists of the signal under observation, together with a "pedestal" which occurs during every seventh trace, and is alternately of different amplitude. At the top of the screen is the super-imposed pattern of six traces and the two clear traces across the center are due to the occurrence of the pedestals. Each alternate trace through the center of the screen occurs each thirtieth of a second.

The signal, also present on the vertical deflection plates originates from television equipment which employs the new standard of 60 fields (30 frames) per second, and 441 interlaced lines per frame. Hence, the effective traces through the center of the oscillograph screen show sections of the "odd" and "even" scannings.

In Fig. 1, for example, a section of the signal voltage is shown, which consists of line pedestals with synchronizing impulses riding thereon. In Fig. 2 the video signal itself has been added and shows as a voltage variation during each line interval. In Fig. 3 a section near the framing pedestals is again shown plus the video signal which starts after the frame pedestal has ceased.

In Fig. 4, a section near the frame retrace is shown to illustrate the character of the 60 cycle synchronizing and pedestal components. The odd and even occurrences are nearly alike, except at the right hand edge. By altering the amplitude of the oscillograph pedestal voltage the two traces are slowly merged as in Figs. 5 and 6.

The photographs were made in the Hazeltine Service Laboratories.
STRANGE-SHIPMATES

An unusual combination of the old and the new, radio direction-finding on a wind-driven ship, has been achieved aboard the Migrant, three-masted steel yacht owned by Carll Tucker. The interfering effect of the metal masts and rigging surrounding the loop (on deck house, below) was overcome only after extensive work, including individual bonding of each stay to the steel hull, to eliminate noise.
Radio Compasses for Small Boats

The marine radio direction finder, once restricted by price and size to large ocean-going vessels, has appeared in new, inexpensive, compact models suitable for small pleasure craft and fishing boats. Its uses and design are described herein.

Of all the radio services maintained by the U. S. Government, one of the most extensive, and least appreciated by radio engineers generally, is the radio beacon system of the Lighthouse Service. On both seaboards and in the Great Lakes region, there are no fewer than 112 stations which transmit regular signals for use by ships equipped with radio direction finders. This large and expensive service has been maintained until recently almost entirely for the benefit of large ships, cargo vessels and passenger liners, which could afford to install the expensive direction finding equipment. Even the large ships, five years ago, were not making the fullest use of the system, because the accuracy of their equipment was limited.

During the past five years, however, the design of marine d-f equipment has undergone a thorough house-cleaning. The new sensitive circuits originally developed for broadcast and communication service have been incorporated in the receivers, and their stability increased. Even the loops have been redesigned. The net result is a considerable increase in the accuracy with which bearings can be taken, rivaling the sextant even at great distances from the beacon station. This accuracy has made the radio compass a reliable indicator not only of position but of the course pursued by the vessel. Equally important is the use of simpler design throughout in the newer radio compass equipment, which has reduced the size and expense of the equipment so that owners of small pleasure craft and fishing boats can afford to install it. Several manufacturers have produced models which sell for about 500 dollars, and there is one model which sells for less than 200 dollars, not including installation.

The uses to which these small-boat direction finders have been put are remarkable in their variety. An interesting example is the fishing fleet of New England. The fishermen patrol the banks until they find the fish. By means of the radio compass and three beacon stations they then take a “fix,” that is, locate their position to within a few miles. When the hold is filled, they return to market, sell the fish, and then return to the same location, reaching the position by radio compass, and checking it by a three-station fix. If the fish have by that time moved, it is usually a short job (three or four hours) to relocate them, whereas without the direction finder it might take several days to locate the school. The compass is also very valuable in making a quick run to port when the hold is full. The direction finder is then used as a “homing” device, following the signal of a harbor station. A few hours gained in reaching the market may often mean a difference of a cent a pound in the market-price, enough to pay

Among the radio beacons maintained by the Lighthouse Service for radio-compass use are 30 odd lightships, which signal in groups of three on the same frequency so that cross-bearings can be taken.
direct bearings can be taken in a few seconds and the tide flow checked continuously along the course. In long distance racing, such as the Bermuda races and the Miami-Nassau competition, exact navigation along the great-circle course (shortest distance) is imperative, but if the sun does not shine, exact navigation is virtually impossible unless a radio compass is aboard. The winner of the last Miami-Nassau race used a radio compass for navigation. The use of the compass as a homing instrument, in the presence of fog, may be sufficient justification for having the equipment, even if it is never used in routine navigation. Several power yacht owners have installed small radio compasses for just such contingencies.

The Basic Elements of the Small Radio Compass

The basic elements of radio compass equipment are: a loop antenna, a balance antenna, a receiver, and a null indicator. The loop, which indicates the direction of the incoming signal, is mounted in an electrostatic shield and is balanced with respect to its center-tap, which is grounded. The two outer ends of the loop feed into the input stage of the receiver, which is commonly a push-pull r-f stage. The output of this stage is zero when the plane of the loop is at right angles to the incoming wave-front. The loop is rotated until the zero position is reached, as indicated by the null indicator, which is usually a pair of headphones. A pointer attached to the loop then indicates on a compass card the angle between the incoming signal and the keel-line of the boat.

The true direction of the incoming wave may be distorted by the presence of metal in the vicinity of the loop, such as the hull of the ship, stays and rigging, and the like. These metal objects produce two effects. One is the so-called quadrantal error, which is a permanent error in direction, readily corrected by calibrating the compass card. The other is a re-radiation effect which obscures the null position of the loop. This makes accurate bearings on distant stations difficult, since the headphones indicate merely a minimum signal, rather than a sharply defined null. Correction of this effect is secured by the use of an auxiliary antenna, which picks up voltage without regard to direction. This voltage is fed through a phase shifting coil or condenser to the first stage of the receiver where it balances out the re-radiated component so that the true null is obtained. In operation, the navigator shifts the loop to the minimum signal position, then tunes the phase-shift device until the minimum becomes more pronounced, and finally sets the loop on the exact null. An accuracy of one or two degrees is thereby attained up to 500 miles from the beacon station. The loop does not indicate the sense of the incoming signal, that is whether it comes from behind or in front. This 180° ambiguity is resolved by connecting the balance antenna through a resistor to one terminal of the loop, and turning the loop of the two positions of maximum signal. The antenna voltages add in one

for the compass equipment in one trip. In fog, when astronomical sights are impossible, the compass is often the only means of returning to port. Nearly fifty fishing vessels have been equipped with small direction finders within the past three years, and the number is increasing as the good word is passed along.

Another interesting use of the small radio compass is aboard sailing yachts, where they are used not only for routine navigation but also in racing. In racing, the run of the tide may make the difference between first and last place, and this factor is very difficult to check. The time consumed in making astronomical sights and calculations is prohibitive, but with radio compass
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direction, and subtract in the other, so that the sense of the signal is given by the direction of the loudest maximum. The sense and direction of the signal is then completely determined with respect to the keel of the ship. If its direction with respect to true north is required, then an extra compass scale card (Ritchie ring) is rotated to show the angle between the keel-line and true north, as indicated by magnetic or gyro compass. In elaborate installations, this adjustment of the Ritchie ring is accomplished automatically by a Selsyn motor connection to the master gyro-compass of the ship.

Receiver Characteristics R-f and A-f

The frequency band on which the beacon stations operate extends from 286 to 314 kc, within which there are 14 2-ke channels. This restricted range makes for a large band spread on the dial of the receiver, but the limited channel width requires a high degree of selectivity and stability. The audio response is limited to about 1600 cycles by the use of sharp tuning in the r-f and i-f circuits, and in some cases by the use of an audio filter as well. Such a receiver is unsuited to broadcast use because of the limited audio response. For this reason, and because there is little demand for it, the receivers are not built to receive the broadcast station band. They do include frequencies as high as 540 kc, however, which includes the SOS frequency and the traffic frequencies, as well as the land-compass frequency on 375 kc. The receiver and loop circuits are tuned for highest efficiency in the region between 270 and 330 kc, within which the beacon stations lie.

Radio aids the fishing fleet. The Ria Duoro, out of Gloucester, finds the fishing banks by following compass signals. The installation (inset) includes, at the left, a marine all-band radio receiver for news and entertainment.

The receiver sensitivity varies with the price range and intended use. The more elaborate receivers have a sensitivity of the order of 1 microvolt or less, giving a reliable range of nearly five hundred miles in daytime. At night, due to the shifting wave-front or "night" effect, the reliable range is usually less than this. Under favorable conditions, however, good bearings can be taken up to 1500 or 1600 miles.

The compensation or correction for the quadrantal error is accomplished in a variety of ways. In the simplest instruments, the correction is marked on the compass scale or on an auxiliary scale adjacent to it. A specially engraved compass card, engraved from calibration data obtained for each particular installation, may also be used. The more elaborate models include an automatic compensator (cam-drive), which introduces the desired correction directly to the pointer so that it indicates the true bearing.

The power supply is commonly a six volt storage battery charged directly from the ship's power supply. B-supply voltage is obtained either from a genemotor or from a 90-volt dry battery. The more elaborate models include a meter for monitoring the plate voltage supply, to guard against failure while at sea.
Phototube Temperature Control

Although Mr. Powers's work has been most closely associated with automobile manufacturing, all heavy industry can learn from his photoelectric applications. For other uses of tubes in making automobiles, see Electronics, September 1935, June 1936

All divisions of the metal processing industry have wanted a better system of temperature indication and control—a means that would be rapid and accurate. In the past the thermocouple and associated bridge, control, and indicating equipment have answered the problems; but with increased speed of production and changes in methods of heating, a new, faster method was necessary.

With the extremely large application of resistance heating by steel parts manufacturers, a further demand for a well designed, accurate, reliable temperature control unit was felt. In general, resistance heating consists of using the article or section of the article to be heated as the resistance across the secondary electrodes of a welding transformer. In cases such as the resistance heating of the tip of an automobile engine valve stem, the heating must be accomplished rapidly so that the heat will not travel down the stem before the quenching operation. The photomicrograph of the section of the tip of the valve stem clearly illustrates the sharp line between the heat treated section and the portion which was not heated. In the production of valves this hardened section must not be allowed to run up to the groove or slot for the pin or other device which holds the valve spring. Hardening at this section causes shearing of the pin.

About two years ago the phototube was introduced as a sensitive element which could be used for temperature control and indication. Since that time many improvements in the cell, cell housing, amplifier and associated control and indicating equipment have been introduced.

By R. A. POWERS
Electronic Control Corp.
Detroit, Mich.

Today, in some manufacturing plants, phototube temperature control is used as universally as the thermocouple might have been used in the past.

The illustration shows one of the first resistance heaters employed to rapidly heat the tips of the valve stems. The black enameled housing on the front of the resistance heater is an early model photoelectric temperature control unit. The tube projecting down from the under side of the unit is the admittance tube for the phototube.

The operation of the valve stem heater is simple. The valve stem tip is inserted between the hydraulically driven dies which automatically close on the stem. At the completion of the closing cycle, the primary of the welding transformer is energized, and in less than two seconds the tip of the valve stem is brought from room temperature to 1800° F. At the desired temperature the
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photoelectric control unit turns off the primary of the welding transformer and opens the dies. The valve drops into a quenching tank. Production runs as high as 1800 valves per hour with the owner reporting a smaller number of rejections than was possible before photoelectric control was available.

This is a typical adaptation of phototube control of temperature in resistance heating. Among some of the other installations that have been made during the past year and half are numbered the following adaptations:

1. Controlling resistance heaters used for shrinking the metal shell on the ceramic insulator of spark plugs. The installation of phototube temperature controls on this battery of 16 heaters resulted in a tremendous saving in rejected spark plugs due to uneven heating formerly encountered.

2. Controlling resistance heater used for annealing the central section of automobile front axle king pins. The temperature to be controlled in this installation was below 1000° F., where no red coloration of the steel was perceptible to the human eye.

3. Controlling an electric silver-soldering operation in the assembly of the stainless steel spokes to the metal rim in the 1937 type steering wheels. Three separate temperature control units individually control the heating and water quenching of three junctions simultaneously. Prior to the adaptation of the phototube units only one junction could be made at one time — and with a high per cent of rejections due to the lack of constant temperature control.

4. Indicating the pouring temperature of an iron foundry cupola: A dual type phototube control unit individually turns on a red pilot lamp if the temperature is too high; a white lamp if correct; and a blue lamp if too cold.

5. Automatic indexing of copper billets from which soft copper tubing is extruded: The phototube looks at the billets in a controlled atmosphere furnace and when the billet reaches the correct temperature it is indexed to the extruding press, resulting in a saving of extruding dies and more uniform tubing.

6. Continuously indicating temperature of sheets in a steel mill: At a location remote from the phototube and amplifier, a recording meter is installed giving a continuous record of the temperature of the sheet strip.

Stability is Necessary

Because stability of the entire photoelectric temperature control or indicating device starts with the stability of the phototube and its installation conditions, considerable thought has been given to this part of the equipment. With the remarkable strides made recently in the stability and life of the emissive type of cell, and with the color response of the caesium cell it was natural that the caesium phototube be more or less universally adopted for temperature control and indications. In actual installations these tubes operate for over 9000 hours without showing signs of fatigue or instability, providing that the ambient temperature is not allowed to exceed 150° F. This life, alone, is of unusual interest to the pyrometer or temperature control man, when compared with the life of the standard thermocouple.

The first phototube housing for temperature control and indications was little more than an admittance tube placed in such a position that the cathode of the phototube would be illuminated by the radiant energy from the heated object. Later the admittance tube was supplemented with an optical system in an attempt to have the cell illuminated by only the radiant energy from the object. This was done as the first thought of a way to eliminate the external light changes from reaching the cell — and thus eliminate the necessity of constant adjustment of the control or indicating device as the sun would come up in the morning.
and go down in the evening.

These were but feeble attempts to find an answer to the problem—and this problem was serious, because complete loss of accuracy in the control or indicator resulted from these diurnal or other external light changes.

Recently the admittance tube and the optical system were supplemented with a special filter placed between the heated object and the phototube. The filter prevents any, so called, visible radiation from impinging upon the cathode or sensitive area of the phototube.

A high percentage of the radiant energy reaching the earth's surface from the sun is infra-red; but infra-red is very poorly reflected by the average dark, black, or dull colored object found around the machine shop, foundry or heat treating shop. As a result in practical installations the need for adjustment due to external light value changes has been completely eliminated. The new phototube housing has as an added feature, a view finder, or focusing device. It is now possible to look into the view finder and adjust the optical system of the cell housing (with filter removed) so that the image of the heated object or portion of the heated object covers the cathode of the phototube.

The light energy from the heated object reaching the cathode of the phototube falls off by the square of the distance; but as the distance from the heated object increases, the area of the object as projected to the phototube also increases by the square, when the finder is used.

With the tube and tube housing and stray light problems well solved, the problem of designing a suitable emissive cell amplifier was presented. The first phototube temperature control installations consisted of a standard light relay; one stage of amplification following the photoelectric cell. The output of this one-stage amplifier was connected to a sensitive relay of the telephone type and accurate control of temperature was expected. The results were not satisfying.

The phototube, its housing, and optical system required time, thought, and development. Today, the temperature control amplifier consists not of one stage of amplification, but three stages of high gain direct coupled amplification connected to a relay capable of becoming energized on one-half milliampere change in plate current of the last amplifier. Taking into consideration drift in the component

---

*Comparative curves showing relative response of the human eye, cesium phototube, and the energy passed by the special infra red filter*

Heater for annealing central portion of the front axle king pin of automobiles; phototube control connected with amplifier by low capacity cable
parts of the amplifier, the instability of tubes, and means of correcting these instabilities, it has been possible to use as high as 50 megohms as a leak in the first stage of the phototube amplifier, and to use standard radio tubes throughout.

In what might be termed a deluxe model of the present phototube temperature control units, a series of 874 gaseous voltage regulators connected across the bleeder resistor of the direct coupled amplifier insures stability. As a result d-c voltage supplied to the amplifier from the self-contained power pack is constant—and the temperature control is accurate and reliable.

The first amplifier used a standard inexpensive light relay, using one stage of amplification with a special industrial type tube. Soon it was found that one stage was not sensitive enough for low temperature control; and that special industrial tubes were not immediately available in the remote communities of the United States.

Now, standard radio tubes are used in amplifying the feeble current changes coming from the emissive type phototube. To assure long life, stability, and low cost of operation these standard radio tubes are operated far below the rating set forth by the manufacturer.

Today, there are four general classifications of phototube temperature control and indication units available; which are as follows:

1. Single stage of amplification following a standard emissive type phototube. The cell is housed in a standard cell housing used for light relay purposes. The unit will control resistance type heaters etc. from 1300° F. to 1950° F. No filter or optical system is supplied with the phototube housing. Accuracy is completely lost.

2. Two stages of amplification following the emissive type phototube, voltage regulators feeding the phototube and cathode voltage of the first stage of amplification. This unit uses standard radio tubes in the amplifier and will control temperature from 1100° F. to 2000° F. Phototube housing equipped with special optical system and infra-red filter and connected to control unit with five feet of low capacity cable. Relay contacts in control unit capable of handling 500 watts non-inductive load. Accuracy plus or minus 10° F.

3. Three stages of amplification following a special emissive type phototube; gaseous type voltage regulators connected across the entire circuit. Uses standard radio tubes throughout control unit. Separate phototube housing with filters and optical system connected to the control unit with six feet of special low capacity cable. Complete device will control with an accuracy of plus or minus 5° F. throughout the entire spectrum from 985° F. to 3300° F. Relay contacts capable of controlling 500 watts non-inductive load.

4. The same control unit as 3 above with the addition of a special recording milliammeter in the plate circuit of the final stage of amplification so that an actual record of the temperature control may be obtained.

As a result, today one can find accurate temperature control and indication being accomplished with tubes. The phototube, its unusual response in the infra-red; adaptation of radio tubes to industrial circuits where long life and low cost of maintenance are essential; and advanced design and construction of the phototube housing have made this possible.
Practical Feedback Amplifiers

Complete design and performance data on three easy-to-construct degenerative power amplifiers, using ordinary components throughout and providing net gain up to 50 db with output up to 25 watts at one percent distortion, in single-sided and push-pull arrangements.

While the theory of degenerative feedback amplifiers has been discussed at some length in technical publications\(^1\) the practical embodiment of this theory in operating circuits has not received widespread attention. Since the design of a practical circuit is not so simple as the theory might lead one to believe, it often happens that the engineer attempting to construct such an amplifier becomes involved with the instability problem or some other difficulty and concludes that the possible benefits are not worth the effort. But practical feedback amplifiers can be built readily without involved design or expensive components if certain principles are followed. This article has two purposes: to present the design and performance data on three amplifiers which have been built and tested by the authors, and to show some of the fundamental ideas on which the designs are based.

The amplifier circuits

The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is a three-stage amplifier using a single 6L6 beam power tube in the output stage. The performance characteristics (Figs. 3 and 4) show the improvement as the feedback is increased from 0 to 16 db. The circuit in Fig. 5 is a push-pull beam-tube amplifier with a push-pull driver stage but otherwise very similar to that shown in Fig. 2. The performance curves for this amplifier (Figs. 6 to 9) show considerable improvement in response, especially with the loudspeaker connected as a load (Fig. 9). In Fig. 10 is shown a four-tube all-triode unit, across three stages of which the feedback is applied.

The engineer may construct any of the amplifiers shown with assurance that their performance will be as indicated in the frequency, distortion and overload curves. They may be substantially altered and in most cases improved upon without in any way injuring performance; the amplifiers shown represent only three of many experimental amplifiers constructed and definitely do not indicate maximum performance. In this respect it is of value to know the considerations on which the designs have been based. These are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Assuming an amplifier with a vector voltage gain of \( \mu \), a path with vector transmission of \( \beta \) is provided between the output and input, with the polarity so arranged that at some arbitrary frequency the feedback voltage is out of phase with the input voltage by 180°. If stable, the gain of the amplifier has been apparently reduced, and the new gain is given by the expression

\[
\frac{1}{1 + \mu \beta}
\]

The all important matter in feedback is stability, or what is the same thing, freedom from oscillation. If at some frequency the combined phase shift of the amplifier and feedback circuit has reached 180°, the amplifier gain must have decreased such that the product of it and the magnitude of \( \beta \) is less than one, otherwise the reversal of phase will supply sufficient output voltage to the input to sustain oscillations once begun by some perturbation in the loop. But if the amplifier is stable it will show improvement, due to degenerative feedback, in frequency response, amplitude distortion, voltage regulation, and noise.

The question of how much feedback can be used in a given multi-stage amplifier can be predicted from straightforward analysis, some details of which are given below. Figure 1 gives the maximum permissible feedback in a three stage amplifier as a function of the distribution of the time constants (RC products) of the three coupling circuits and subject only to the restriction that at high frequencies transformers can be represented by a series inductance alone.

Frequently it will be desired to use feedback in amplifiers involving push-pull stages. Where there is more than one such stage, and they are resistance coupled, no unusual difficulties are encountered if feedback is used on both sides of the amplifier and if the feedback does not pass from one side of the amplifier to the other. If the outputs of the two sides are tied together by a transformer, feedback of any amount on both sides is undesirable because such feedback exaggerates the inequalities of the two sides of the amplifier. Also, feeding back from one side of a push-pull circuit to a previous stage which is "single-sided" will generally produce more undesirable output components than the push-pull connection was designed to minimize. However, these particular difficulties do not appear if feedback is achieved by a path between two points that are "single-sided" even if push-pull circuits intervene.

It will be noted that the circuits shown employ a single resistance voltage divider across the output transformer to get the feedback voltage, and that the feedback voltage is introduced between cathode and ground of the first tube. This method was found, as a practical matter, to be the most useful. It will be found practically that amplifier constants are variable enough to use a pure resistance feedback path and still achieve stability with the desired moderate amounts of feedback.

It is interesting also to note that simple modifications of the resistance feedback circuit can be made to give the amplifier an "equalizer" characteristic such as is often desired to improve the low or high frequency power output of a loudspeaker.

The feedback voltage may be inserted between grid and ground. This makes the feedback to some extent dependent on the impedance of the input device, which in general is not desirable. Inserting the voltage below the secondary of an input transformer usually causes trouble on account of the unavoidable winding capacities of the trans-
Figs. 10 and 11—A push-pull Class-B unit using a 6A6 double triode, with feedback applied over three stages. The measured frequency response (right) improves greatly as the feedback is increased.

former. A bridge input circuit as indicated by Black and using resistances and capacities to achieve balance may much lessen this trouble provided a well shielded transformer is used. These difficulties do not appear when the voltage is inserted in the cathode circuit, and the slight degeneration caused in the first tube by this resistance is not large enough to upset predictions.

Questions may be raised whether it is necessary to feed back around three stages. The answer of course is “No.” However, it is perfectly feasible to involve three stages in the loop with the advantage that in doing so nothing is sacrificed but gain. If feedback were used only in the output stage the driver voltage necessary to maintain full power output would be unreasonably increased, and might entail as much or more amplitude distortion as the feedback removes from the output stage.

Attention is called in particular to the “overload” curves shown for two of the amplifiers. Without feedback the curves show typical Class AB and B features, that is, effective change in amplifier gain due to current and voltage cut-off. While with a steady a-c signal there will be no more amplitude distortion than the distortion graphs show, a non-periodic or transient signal will suffer in reproduction. Sufficient feedback almost completely eliminates this effect within the extreme capabilities of the amplifier. This point, the writers feel, is generally given too little attention, especially because in a reasonably good amplifier whose steady-signal distortion is small, the transient distortion may be the preponderant effect and result in even poorer aural quality than if the converse were true.

The frequency response curves illustrate some interesting features. In two cases one notes that the gain is the same at some frequency with and without feedback. This is the frequency at which regeneration begins, and here the phase shift with feedback is one-half the value with no feedback. worthy of note is that though regenerative at these frequencies the amplifier is stable. The old rule that where the frequency characteristic is “flat” the phase shift is small holds in the feedback case and shows therefore that amplifiers virtually free of frequency and phase distortion are readily made.

The phase shift and gain variation of a typical resistance coupled amplifier are given by the following expressions

\[
\mu = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{R_a C_a} \omega} \quad \omega < 0.1 \frac{1}{R_a C_a}
\]

or

\[
\mu = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{R_a C_a} \omega} \quad \omega > 10 \frac{1}{R_a C_a}
\]

where

- \( \mu \) = vector gain of amplifier at any frequency
- \( \mu_0 \) = nominal gain at mid-frequencies
- \( R_a \) = series combination of grid leak with the parallel combination of plate resistance and coupling resistance.
- \( C_a \) = coupling capacity
- \( R_s \) = parallel combination of plate plate resistance, coupling resistance and grid peak
- \( C_b \) = effective shunt capacity

Both of these expressions are of the form

\[
\mu = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{X}{R_a}}
\]

where

- \( X \) = effective reactance

For the low frequencies \( X = \frac{T_l}{\omega} \) and for the high frequencies \( X = \frac{T_n}{\omega} \).

\( T_l \) and \( T_n \) are the time constants of the low and high frequency coupling circuits and are given by

\[
T_l = \frac{1}{R_a C_a}
\]

\[
T_n = \frac{1}{R_a C_b}
\]

If the stage is induction-coupled, such as is the case for the usual output stage, the low frequency time constant is determined by the primary inductance and the load resistances while the high frequency time constant is determined by the leakage inductance and the load resistances.

From this it will be seen that the gain of a single stage of resistance coupling varies in the following manner

\[
\mu = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + X^2}} \quad \omega = \cos \theta < \theta
\]

where \( X = \tan \theta \)

In order that the amplifier does not oscillate when feedback is used the quantity \( \mu \beta \) must have an amplitude less than one when its phase is 180°. For the single stage amplifier an unlimited amount of feedback is possible since the maximum phase shift is 90°.
In the case of two stages the gain and phase are given by

$$\mu = \cos \Theta_1 \cos \Theta_2 \neq 0 \quad \text{where} \quad \Theta_1 = \tan^{-1} X_1$$

$$\Theta = \Theta_1 + \Theta_2 \quad \Theta_3 = \tan^{-1} X_3$$

The limiting amount of feedback is theoretically infinite in this case also since for the total phase shift to be 180°, Θ₁ and Θ₂ must be 90° so that μ is zero. In practical two stage amplifiers unlimited feedback is not possible due to additional phase shifts caused principally by self bias circuits and transformer resonances.

In the same way that self-bias in a straight amplifier can be arranged to have an arbitrarily small effect, so may it be accomplished in a feedback amplifier, though this is not necessarily the best design procedure.

For three stage amplifiers the gain and phase are given by

$$\mu = \cos \Theta_1 \cos \Theta_2 \cos \Theta_3 \neq 0 \quad \Theta_1 = \tan^{-1} X_1$$

$$\Theta = \Theta_1 + \Theta_2 + \Theta_3 = \tan^{-1} X_3$$

The limiting amount of feedback is given by

$$1 = \mu \beta = \beta \mu \cos \Theta_1 \cos \Theta_2 \cos \Theta_3$$

where

$$\Theta_1 + \Theta_2 + \Theta_3 = 180°$$

and

$$\mu \beta = \frac{1}{\cos \Theta_1 \cos \Theta_2 \cos \Theta_3}$$

The maximum value of μβ under these conditions occurs when two stages have the same time constants, that is, when Θ₁ = Θ₂. This means that more feedback is obtainable without oscillation if the time constant of one stage of a three stage amplifier is equal to either of the time constants of the other two than if it lies between them.

For this case of two like stages the maximum values of μβ have been computed for various ratios of the two time constants. The corresponding limiting amount of noise, distortion, and gain reduction is given by

$$\frac{1}{1 + \mu \beta}$$

and is shown in Fig. 1 for the various time constant ratios. In power amplifiers the low frequency time constant of the output stage is fixed by the tubes and transformer used. The two previous stages, if resistance coupled, can be adjusted to give the optimum amount of feedback. Since it is impractical to have very large time constant ratios this optimum feedback in a three stage power amplifier is seldom greater than 25 db. The same reasoning holds for the high frequencies. Whichever time constant ratio is the least favorable will limit the maximum usable feedback.

One important result of feedback is the reduction in the output impedance of the amplifier. An amplifier having an output impedance of 𝑅ₐ without feedback and driving a load of 𝑅₋ has an output impedance with feedback from the load point of

$$R = \frac{P_a}{1 + \mu \beta \left(1 + \frac{R_a}{R_L}\right)}$$

It is to be noted that the reduction of output impedance due to feedback is greater than the corresponding reduction in gain. The effect of low output impedance with feedback is illustrated in Fig. 7 where the impedance of the loudspeaker load used varied as much as seven to one over the frequency range.

In any given amplifier noise and distortion products for a given output are reduced by the use of degenerative feedback in the ratio of one to (1 + μβ). However, this is done at the expense of the input signal, that is, to maintain constant output with feedback the input signal must be increased (1 + μβ) times. In order to increase the signal additional amplification is necessary which may introduce additional noise and distortion components.

Increasing the gain of the amplifier and then reducing it to the same over-all value by degenerative feedback will decrease any noise or distortion components by the factor

$$\frac{1}{1 + \mu \beta}$$

provided the additional amplification is inserted ahead of the point where the noise or distortion originates. In practice this means that amplitude distortion in the output and driver stages can easily be reduced by feedback around both stages since the additional amplification ahead of the driver introduces negligible distortion. If the additional gain is introduced after the point where the noise and distortion originate there is no reduction.

Two new “auto alarms” of highly ingenious design will register automatically the reception of a distress signal, even through heavy interference, with an over-all efficiency of 80 percent. Details of commercial instruments recently approved by the FCC.

In 1929, in London, The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea promulgated a ruling that all cargo vessels of over 5500 tons gross tonnage keep a continuous watch for SOS signals, either by means of operators or by the installation of an automatic alarm device. In so doing, the London Convention started something. For years the desirability and technical feasibility of an automatic SOS alarm had been realized; in 1927 the Radio Telegraph Convention in Washington had gone so far as to set up a standard form of distress signal, consisting of a succession of long dashes, for this purpose. But the economic need for automatic alarms was not forthcoming until the London ruling. Then, with ship owners (particularly the smaller ones) facing the necessity of three operator shifts, a real demand for a practical auto alarm began to appear. Technical development work began in this country in 1928. The culmination of this development program came on February 19, 1937, when the Federal Communications Commission held a public hearing in Washington on the subject of “Auto Alarms”. Among others, there were present at the hearing representatives of two manufacturers who had equipment ready for sale, Commission engineers who reported on the tests made on this equipment, and last but not least, delegates from the radio operators’ union.

At the hearing it developed that two auto alarm devices, one developed by RCA for the Radiomarine Corporation, the other by the Federal Telegraph Co., for Mackay Radio and Telegraph, had been offered for test and found to have an efficiency of approximately 80 per cent, i.e. they would respond correctly to 80 per cent of all the distress signals sent to them, the signals meeting the prescribed strength and character designated by the Commission. This was deemed by the engineers to be a very high degree of achievement. In his report to the Commission, Assistant Chief Engineer E. K. Jett states “We (the engineering department of the FCC) firmly believe that the two alarms submitted for test represent the most effective and practicable automatic distress alarms which it is possible for American engineering skill to produce at this time, in accordance with the Madrid Regulations.”

The radio operators’ union thought differently. A human operator, on the same basis, would have a 100 per cent efficiency, and would detect one alarm which the automatic device would miss, out of every five. Why, therefore, endanger shipping while throwing operators out of work? One answer to this objection is the fact that the time-average efficiency of an operator may be only 10 per cent, since he is required by law to listen during standby periods, only 6 minutes out of every hour. The automatic alarm, which is “on watch” continuously, is therefore several times more efficient than the operator. This fine point was left for the Commission to ponder, among other things, in deciding whether or not the two devices are to be approved.

On March 10, the Commission announced that the two auto alarms were approved, effective July 10, 1937, and subject to certain conditions to be met by the manufacturers. European nations have already approved similar alarms and they have been in use, with good effect, on British, French, Italian and German vessels for several years.

The Technical Problem of Radio Alarms

If it were not for static and man-made interference, the problem of designing an SOS auto alarm would be immeasurably simpler than it is when these factors must be contended with. The International Distress and Calling Frequency, 500 kc (500 meters) is one of the busiest.
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channels in marine radio except during the 3-minute stand-by periods. Static, especially during summer months or in the tropics, is always present to some degree. Both types of interference can have two effects on the operation of an automatic alarm: they can, by chance, form a series of dashes similar to that of the distress signal, and so cause a false alarm; and, more important, they can interfere with the desired distress signal and so distort it (by prolonging dashes and filling spaces) that it does not actuate the alarm.

A major consideration in the design of the alarm device is the balancing of these two probabilities, false alarms on the one hand, and inefficiency in detecting alarms on the other. If frequent false alarms are tolerated, the alarm-detecting efficiency can be raised; but the "wolf—wolf" aspect of false alarms is generally regarded as highly undesirable by shipowners and radio operators alike. The type of compromise adopted must be based on the judgment of the agency which is responsible for the conduct of marine radio in each country.

The standard distress signal, as set up by the Washington Conference in 1927 and later by the Madrid Convention in 1932, is a series of 12 dashes, each four seconds long, and spaced one second apart. The European alarms are designed to operate on any three consecutive dashes. The detecting efficiency is about 90 per cent, but false alarms, especially in the neighborhood of a crowded port, are numerous, averaging perhaps one every 200 hours in heavy interference. The American auto alarms, in accordance with the FCC specifications, respond to any four consecutive dashes in the twelve sent. The efficiency is thereby lowered to about 80 per cent (the reduction of efficiency is in the ratio of the difference between the total number of dashes sent and the number used to actuate the alarm, i.e. (12 — 4)/ (12 — 3) = 9/8, or 90 per cent for three dashes against 80 per cent for four), but the probability of a false alarm is thereby decreased by some thirty times, so that one can be expected every year or two, on the average, in heavy static or interference, and much less often under normal operating conditions. No bona

fide false alarms were produced in one month's continuous test by the government, and one of the manufacturers reports no false alarms in 18 months of development work.

The interference present on the band will be the more effective in producing false alarms or in destroying the character of actual distress signals, the lower the signal-to-noise ratio. The specifications call for proper operation of the auto alarm when the signal-to-noise ratio is 1-to-2 or higher. The noise must be of an intermittent character, since no alarm of this type can operate in the presence of continuous noise stronger than the signal. The FCC specifies a minimum signal of 500 microvolts at the terminals of the receiver. Since the average ship antenna has an effective height of 5 meters, the minimum signal strength required is 100 microvolts per meter, in intermittent noise of 200 microvolts per meter. In addition to this basic sensitivity requirement, the receiver must be adjustable in sensitivity and must operate on extremely strong distress signals as well. The upper limit of signal strength is set at 90,000 microvolts, which must be handled by the receiver without blocking. Selectivity is also a problem. A wide acceptance band is desirable to take care of improperly adjusted transmitters, but if the band is too wide, interference is increased from adjacent services (broadcasting and coastal telegraph). The limits set are 487.5 and 512.5 kc, giving a 12.5 kc tolerance either side of the 500 kc center, within which signals of from 500 to 90,000 microvolts must actuate the alarm.

Since the distress signal is, in general, sent manually, and precision cannot be expected, it was necessary to set up tolerances for the length of each dash and space. The "proper signal" so set up consists of 12 dashes, each not shorter than 3.5 seconds nor longer than 4.5 and eleven spaces between them, not longer than 1.5 seconds each. The alarm must be receptive to dashes and spaces of lengths within these limits but not receptive to those longer or shorter. No lower limit was set to the length of the space, but the alarm must be receptive to a space as short as 0.1 second, or shorter. The type of signal is des-
Ignited as A2 (30 per cent modulated signal, with modulation frequency from 100 to 2500 cycles per second) or B (spark). It is not required that unmodulated cw signals actuate the alarm, but this point is left to the discretion of the designer. These specifications, together with others relating to effects of temperature changes, mechanical and electrical ruggedness, and the like were set up by the FCC in October, 1935. The two alarm devices built to these specifications were submitted about a year later and were subjected to laboratory tests at the Bureau of Standards and to a thirty-day field test at Fort Hancock, New Jersey, the Coast Guard Station at Sandy Hook. These field tests, which established that both auto alarms were about 80 per cent efficient, were carried out between November 24, and December 24, 1936. While the static level was below average, the conditions of signal interference were considerably above average, since the traffic in New York Harbor, within a few miles of the test point, is among the heaviest encountered anywhere in the world. Out of approximately 1200 test distress signals sent, ranging in strength from 442 to 16,000 microvolts and in frequency from 487.5 to 512.5 kc, both devices tested responded to nearly 1000, or approximately 80 per cent. A very large percentage of the successful indications was made through heavy interference, and the majority of failures were directly traceable to unusually heavy interference. Only in a few cases did the apparatus fail to function because of some internal cause.

**Principle of Operation: Receivers and Selectors**

The essential principle of operation in the two auto alarms tested is the same, although the circuits and selective mechanisms are different. Both devices consist of a receiver which responds to signals on 500 kc (plus or minus 12.5 kc) and converts them to d-c pulses which actuate a relay. This relay in turn controls a selector mechanism, which is nothing more or less than a timing device, which measures the duration of each incoming dash and space. The selector must respond only to dashes longer than 3.5 seconds and shorter than 4.5 seconds.

If a dash longer or shorter than this is received, it must "erase" the record of any previous dashes and be ready to start again "from scratch". Likewise if a space longer than 1.5 seconds is encountered, the record must be erased and the device reset, automatically, for the next signal. It is only by restricting operation to these narrow limits that false alarms from interference can be reduced to a negligible amount. When four dashes of the correct length, spaced by the correct amount, are received, the final relay in the counting system closes and rings three alarm bells, one in the operating room, one in the radio operator's sleeping quarters, and one in the bridge of the vessel. The manner of reception and selection of the signals is significantly different in the two devices. The RCA auto alarm uses a superheterodyne receiver, acts on CW as well as ICW and spark signals, times the signals electronically in RC timing circuits, and counts dashes in a step-by-step notching relay, similar to those used in an automatic telephone switch. The Mackay alarm, on the other hand, uses a t-r-f receiver, operates only on ICW or spark signals, times the dashes by means of a motor-driven cam-clock arrangement, and counts them by means of eight interconnected relays, which "lock up" in succession unless an improper dash or space is received, whereupon they all open, ready to start again. With two such radically different means of accomplishing the result, it is remarkable that both alarms display, within 2 per cent, the same efficiency of detection and have the same freedom from false alarms.

**Details of Mackay Auto Alarm Receiver and Selector**

The Mackay Auto Alarm, model 101, includes a t-r-f receiver, a motor-driven timer, and a relay counter. The receiver consists of a 6D6 r-f amplifier, with two over-coupled tuned circuits in its grid, (fixed tuned to 500 kc, with 12.5 kc sidebands), coupled by two similar circuits to a 76 detector, which is followed by two 76's in transformer coupled audio stages, finally feeding an 89 connected as a high-mu plate circuit detector. The rectified audio current from this tube passes through the signal relay which actuates the selector. During operation this relay responds to any and all signals received within the 25 kc band of 500 microvolts strength or greater, and modulated 30 percent or higher.

The timing device consists of a standard governor-regulator motor, such as are used in teletypewriters, designed for continuous service. This motor, which runs at constant speed, drives a shaft through a reduction gear, the shaft rotating at 6 rpm. On this shaft are two magnetic clutches, one to measure the dashes, the other the spaces. The first clutch is energized from the main control relay referred to above. When a signal comes in, this clutch engages with a cam which starts to rotate with the shaft. If the signal ends before 3.5 seconds, the clutch is released and the cam returned to the starting position by spring action. But if the signal lasts 3.5 seconds or longer, the cam engages with a contactor whose contacts register a count by closing a counter relay. When the signal ends, the clutch opens and the cam returns to its starting position. If the signal lasts longer than 4.5 seconds, how-
In addition to this selector system, of course, the entire receiver and selector is made self-policing, i.e., an alarm light will indicate too high or prolonged noise level, the failure of the motor, contactors, tube filaments, or receiver sensitivity, and so on, so that improper operation will indicate itself immediately. Provision is also made for testing the device by introducing a local r-f signal (from a buzzer), and for disconnecting the bridge and sleeping room alarms during routine test. The entire outfit operates from 24 volts at 1.8 amperes, and 90 volts, 12 to 25 milliamperes, both d-c.

The RCA-Radiomarine Auto Alarm Receiver and Selector

The receiver of the RCA-Radiomarine Auto Alarm (model AR-8600) is a superheterodyne, consisting of a 6A8 first detector, two 6K7 i-f amplifiers (i-f frequency 1100 kc), a 6H6 diode second detector, and an RCA-1611 d-c amplifier tube, the output of which is a direct current proportional to the carrier of the signal, and hence does not depend upon modulation of the signal. The output of the d-c amplifier tube controls a signal relay which actuates the selector mechanism, whenever a 500 microvolt signal is received.

The selector makes use of the electronic timing. A voltage regulator tube supplies a constant charging voltage which is applied by the signal relay to a series circuit of resistance and capacitance. The voltage across the capacitance (which is applied to the grid circuit of a tube) builds up gradually, until at the end of 3.5 seconds, it reaches a high enough value to actuate the grid of a relay in the plate circuit of the tube. This relay causes a rotary "notching" relay (stepping switch) to step up one notch. At this time the charging voltage is applied to another RC circuit, which at the end of 1 second actuates another tube and relay. This relay closes the "restore" coil of the stepping switch, so that if the signal lasts for longer than 4.5 seconds, the count of the stepping switch is erased. When the signal relay opens at the end of a dash, the charging voltage is applied to still another RC circuit, tube, and relay. This circuit is arranged so that if the space is longer than 1.5 seconds, the restore coil in the stepping switch is actuated, erasing the count. If four correct dashes and four correct spaces are received, however, the stepping switch moves four notches, and connects the alarm relay, which is energized when the signal relay opens at the end of the fourth dash. The alarm relay rings three bells, located on the bridge, in the operator's sleeping quarters, and in the radio room.

Both receiver and selector are housed in the same cabinet. Inside the selector relay compartment is a small thermostatically-controlled oven which protects the relays from excessive humidity. The entire alarm, which weighs 60 pounds, is operated from the 110-volt ship masts (d-c) and from a 6-volt storage battery. Policing alarms are provided for failure of either power supply, and for failure of tube filaments or relays, to indicate prolonged or excessive noise level, etc., as required by the FCC specifications. A more complete description of the RCA-Radiomarine alarm is given in the RCA Review, January 1937, page 49, by I. F. Byrnes and H. B. Martin. On April 7, S. D. Browning of the engineering department of the Federal Telegraph Co. presented a paper before the New York Section of the I.R.E., in which he described the operation and construction of the Mackay Auto Alarm.

In approving the two auto alarm devices, the FCC made the stipulation that each manufacturer furnish complete technical descriptions of their devices to the Commission and prepare approved written instructions for the use of the radio operator and ships officers. The Commission also required that provision be made for giving an alarm when the power supply fails altogether where the power leads enter the alarm unit, and to ring an alarm (or to substitute a new voltage supply) when the B-supply voltage falls below specified limits. The requirement that cargo ships of 5500 tons install a device or maintain a continuous watch was waived until August 6, 1937. In approving the devices the Commission did not offer an opinion regarding the relative virtues of the alarm device and an operator on watch, but simply determined that the devices met the requirements of the Safety Convention.
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The Acoustical Labyrinth

Ingeniously, the labyrinth improves the low frequency response of loud speakers and cabinets. It eliminates “boom” by eliminating cabinet resonance. It does more than this, however, and provides better over-all response than an infinite baffle.

Ever since the first cone loudspeaker was used in a box baffle, engineers have wrestled with the problem of troublesome resonances in the cabinet enclosure behind the loudspeaker diaphragm. With the development of loudspeakers and associated equipment having an extended frequency range, it became evident that something must be done about this cavity resonance as it had now become a major cause of frequency distortion in the system.

By BENJAMIN J. OLNEY
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Co.

The acoustical labyrinth is a simple device which entirely eliminates cavity resonance by abolishing the cavity itself and which, in addition, overcomes to a substantial degree the other difficulties mentioned. It consists essentially of an absorbent walled conduit having one end coupled tightly to the back of the loudspeaker cone and the other end open. This conduit is in effect folded within the interior of the cabinet. In the photograph, the terminal opening is in the floor of the cabinet at the extreme left. The back of the cone is connected to the labyrinth through the felt lined housings shown, this construction leaving the field magnet in the open and permitting it to be operated at full efficiency without overheating.

The operation of the labyrinth may perhaps best be understood by considering first the impedance and transmission characteristics of a tube with non-absorbent walls and then passing to the practical case of the absorbent walled structure. We shall assume the tube to be driven by a rigid piston at one end and to be open at the other. The impedance per unit area on the piston is

\[ Z_m = \frac{Z_1 \cos kl + \mu c \sin kl}{\rho c \cos kl + \mu c \sin kl} \]  

(1)

where \( Z_1 \) is the impedance per unit area of the open end, \( \rho \) and \( c \) are, respectively, the density and the wave velocity pertaining to air, \( l \)

Acoustical labyrinth with back removed
is the length of the tube and \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \), where \( \lambda \) is the wave length in the same units as \( t \).

If the tube has a circular cross-section of radius \( r \) and is terminated in an infinite baffle, the impedance per unit area of the open end at low frequencies is

\[ Z_i = \rho c (k^2 r^2/2 + \frac{j}{2}kr \omega) \]  \[ (2) \]

It will be found that \( Z_i \) is, in general, small at low frequencies for tube areas comparable with usual loudspeaker cone areas.

In Fig. 1 is shown a plot of Eq. (1), assuming \( Z_i \) to be a pure resistance of 10 mechanical ohms per sq. cm. The abscissa is the length of the tube in terms of wave length of sound. When the frequency is such \((f_0)\) that a given tube is one-quarter wave length long \((l = \lambda/4)\), it will be noted that the impedance on the piston is a comparatively high pure resistance. When the frequency is increased to a value \((f)\) corresponding to \( l = \lambda/2 \), the impedance becomes that of the open end, that is, the terminal impedance is transferred as if bodily to the driving point and the tube itself contributes no reactance. Furthermore, when the tube is an odd number of half wave lengths long, the phase of the air particle velocity at the open end becomes opposite to that at the driven end. At even numbers of half wave lengths no phase reversal occurs.\(^2\) These critical impedance conditions occur repeatedly as the frequency is raised.

Now let us consider how some of the properties of the tube just discussed may be applied to a loudspeaker system. It has been mentioned, and later will be experimentally demonstrated, that the acoustic resistance load on a loudspeaker diaphragm of ordinary size is very small at low frequencies. This is true even though the diaphragm be mounted in an infinitely large baffle. However, by coupling our tube to the back of the diaphragm, we have available a very high resistance at the first quarter wave length frequency. By suitable proportioning the constants of the system, this region of high resistance and the primary mechanical resonance of the loudspeaker may both be made to occur at the same frequency \( f_0 \), located preferably below acoustic cut-off. In the practical case, this troublesome loudspeaker resonance is thus so highly damped as to be negligible in effect and the power handling capacity at low frequencies is determined by the heating of the driving coil and not, as is usual, by the striking of the moving system against its stops.

Probably everyone who has worked with open radiator loudspeakers has, at some time or other, ardently wished for a means for reversing the phase of the back radiation from the
diaphragm. We, therefore, enthusiastically take advantage of the condition occurring at the first half wavelength frequency $f_s$. By so proportioning the tube that this frequency lies near the lower end of the range to be transmitted, we have provided an auxiliary sound source (the open end of the tube) whose phase is the same as that at the front of the loudspeaker diaphragm and which cooperates with the latter to extend substantially the low frequency range. The fact that the tube impedance is low in this region also aids here by encouraging a greater amplitude of diaphragm motion.

Having employed to advantage the characteristics of the tube at its first two critical frequencies, we proceed upward in the frequency range and find to our embarrassment that the hitherto useful variations in its impedance and transmission now operate to produce undesirable dips and peaks in the response. However, by lining the tube with a material whose sound absorption rises suitably with frequency, we can suppress entirely these higher resonances besides accomplishing a desirable broadening out of the resistance peak at $f_s$. Also, the attenuation through the tube becomes very great above a moderately low frequency and the loudspeaker then behaves as a single sound source.

In the final development of the labyrinth, it was found necessary, in the absence of any adequate quantitative theory of the absorbent walled tube, to proceed experimentally and judge the results by means of measurements and listening tests. The analogous theory of the leaky electrical line would at first seem to be applicable to the case, as the absorbent lining of the tube may be shown by the following reasoning to constitute a shunt resistance element. Assume the tube (of length small compared with the wave length) to be rigidly closed at the distant end, this being equivalent to open-circuiting the receiving end of the analogous electrical line. Now, if the absorbent material acted as a series resistance there obviously could be no resistance component in the impedance measured at the driven end of the tube. We know, however, that the entire pressure generated by the driving piston must be exerted against the absorbent walls of the closed tube with consequent energy loss in the pores of the material. This loss, of course, must result in the appearance of a resistance component in the impedance on the piston. Hence, the absorbent material is equivalent to a shunt resistance.

When we attempt to apply the above theory to the practical labyrinth, however, we immediately run into the difficulty of assigning the correct value at a given frequency to the equivalent shunt resistance. In the first place, the published absorption coefficients of commercial materials are obtained under experimental conditions differing so widely from those existing in the present application that we do not feel justified in using them. They usually are obtained either for random or for normal incidence of sound upon the absorbing material, whereas grazing incidence prevails in the tube. Furthermore, no coefficients appear to be given at as low frequencies as we require.

Some speculations as to the mechanism of transmission through the tube result in further possible difficulty in the application of usual theory to this problem. Consider a plane wave generated by a piston at one end of an absorbent walled tube. It seems reasonable to assume that the abstraction of acoustic energy from the wave front will be more rapid near its absorbent boundary than at its center. Consequently the velocity is retarded at the periphery and the wave front becomes more and more convex as it progresses along the tube. It is probable too that the rate of absorp-

![Fig. 6—Acoustic radiation impedance of 75/8 in. hole in plane baffle](image)

![Fig. 7—Acoustic impedance of loudspeaker cabinet through 75/8 in. opening in front](image)

![Fig. 8—Acoustic impedance of absorbent labyrinth measured at loudspeaker opening](image)
ation likewise changes progressively due to the shifting angle of incidence to the walls. Now, the classical theory of sound transmission in tubes is based upon the assumption of a plane progressive wave and, if the action outlined above takes place, must give way in that case to a much more complex one which the present author is in no position to invent.

The results of some measurements upon a typical labyrinth speaker system are given. Fig. 3 (page 28) shows the results of response measurements over the low frequency range of such a system mounted in a small cabinet, together with the effect of removing the labyrinth. The extension of the low frequency response below 100 cycles and the elimination of the cavity resonance peaks by application of the labyrinth are here definitely indicated. The two measurements were made by the rotating microphone method in a heavily damped room and under identical conditions.

In the set-up for comparing the response from the terminal opening of the labyrinth with that from the front of the loudspeaker, the microphone was placed inside the measuring room and close to a hole in the wall. The speaker system was located outside the room with its radiator to be measured sealed to the hole in the wall. The results show the response maximum at the open end occurring at the frequency $f_r$, and the rapidly increasing attenuation above this frequency due to absorption in the tube. At the higher indicated tube attenuations the measurements undoubtedly were vitiated by transmission through the walls of the measuring room and it is probable that the actual tube attenuation is even higher than that shown.

Measurements of acoustic impedance at various points in the loudspeaker system were felt to be essential to the progress of this development. A survey of published methods indicated that of Flanders' to have possible application. Flanders' apparatus, however, was intended for measurements over surfaces of the order of 0.7 inch in diameter whereas we were concerned with diaphragms and openings of about 8 inches in diameter. In changing the scale of the apparatus to this extent it was found desir-

able to employ a different mechanical arrangement, and the final set-up is in Fig. 5. Flanders' paper should be consulted for details of the method, which may only briefly be outlined here. In principle, the unknown impedance is measured in terms of that of a closed tube operated at one eighth wave length, at which the impedance of the reference tube is a pure acoustic capacitance having a value of 42 mechanical ohms per unit area. The sound source is a back-enclosed cone loudspeaker, seen at the left of the figure, which is coupled to a connecting tube together with which it is mounted on a carriage that may be swung into any of three positions. In one position (shown in the photograph) the end of the tube is joined to the impedance to be measured, which in this case is the labyrinth mounted on the baffle in the center. In the second position the end of the tube is closed tightly against the baffle providing an acoustic open circuit while, in the third position, the movable tube is connected to the reference tube shown at the right. This reference tube is of seamless steel construction having a $\frac{1}{2}$ inch wall and is provided with a tightly fitting piston by which the active length of the tube may be adjusted. The diameter of each tube is 7½ inches. The unknown impedance is determined by measuring the relative phase and magnitude of the pressures at the output end of the movable tube for each of the three positions. This is done by means of the condenser microphone shown, which is connected to the center of the end cross-section of the tube by another tube of small bore. The microphone output is measured by an a-c potentiometer. In practice it was found essential to take precautions against the generation of spurious voltages due to other than air-borne sound in the tube, and to employ a heterodyne wave analyzer as a null indicator for the potentiometer at the low frequencies. All measurements were made in a heavily damped room.

The acoustic radiation impedance, measured by the above method, confronting one side of a typical loudspeaker diaphragm mounted in a plane baffle of moderate size is shown (Fig. 6). The peculiar shape of the baffle was made necessary by the arrangement of the measuring apparatus. The experimental values are indicated by the plotted points, while the curves were calculated from Eq. (2) which Rayleigh derived about 40 years ago. It appears from the present measurements that, although it was based on the assumption of an infinite baffle and radiation into free space, this equation may justifiably be applied to the usual practical conditions of operation.

Figure 7 shows the acoustic impedance on the back of a diaphragm (Continued on page 36)

---

![Fig. 9—Acoustic impedance of absorbent and nonabsorbent labyrinths, measured at loudspeaker opening](image-url)
On either side of the stage are semi-circular coves extending upward 80 feet. At the base of each and facing is a group of 4 loud speakers. Sound strikes these deflecting coves, reaches the audience indirectly, providing reverberation. Below—sound effect man.

Right—The orchestra plays in a sound proof booth to a microphone. The conductor wears headphones. Twenty-eight giant loudspeakers spray the audience and performers with music, properly mixed.

By G. L. DIMMICK
RCA Photophone Camden, N. J.

WHEN Mr. Kurt Weill decided to record the music which he had composed for Max Reinhardt's production “The Eternal Road” and to eliminate the orchestra from the theatre, he set a precedent for the legitimate stage. His decision was prompted by the many real advantages resulting from the use of reproduced music.

More space is made available for elaborate stage settings. The orchestra may be recorded under the most favorable acoustic conditions, and the music to be recorded may be rehearsed until the most exacting requirements of the composer are satisfied. In reproducing the music in the theatre, the volume may be controlled with ease and directional effects ob-
Electricians at work, getting orders by loud speaker. 
Right—master control system for all sound apparatus, located in a box on the 4th tier. Below—prompters' box facing stage controlling sound and lights. Loud speakers became microphones at throw of switch.

Filmed recording was chosen because of its longer playing time and because of the ease of cutting. The RCA ultra-violet push-pull method was chosen because of its large volume range and freedom from distortion. (See March and June 1936, Electronics, July 1934 and August 1936 Journal of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.)

The recording of the music for "The Eternal Road" was done at Liederkranz Hall, New York City. The Hall is approximately 75 feet long, 50 feet wide and 30 feet high. The internal construction is largely of wood, providing sufficient acoustic damping to prevent excessive reverberation, but having enough reverberation to give the live quality necessary for most effective reproduction of a large orchestra or chorus. A platform about 4 feet high and large enough to accommodate the orchestra was constructed at one end of the Hall. To secure adequate coverage with the smallest number of microphones, the orchestra was bunched rather closely together. The string instruments were to the front and right, the wood winds to the front and left and the horns to the back. Two ribbon microphones were sus-

[Continued on page 75]
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Efficiency of Horn Loud Speakers

By FRANK MASSA
RCA Mfg. Co.
Camden, N. J.

so that its impedance is higher than the horn throat resistance at the frequency being radiated.)

4. Each portion of the cone shall be assumed to move in phase.

5. The voice coil shall be assumed to be a pure electric resistance.

The schematic diagram of the horn loud speaker being discussed is shown in Fig. 1. For this diagram the following constants will be assumed:

\( i \) is the r.m.s. current in amperes flowing through the voice coil,

\( r_s \) is the electrical resistance of the voice coil in ohms,

\( l \) is the length of the conductor in the voice coil in cms,

\( B \) is the air gap flux density in gausses,

\( m_v \) is the mass of the voice coil in grams, excluding mass of insulation,

\( m_i \) is the mass of the cone plus air load, voice coil form, and insulation, in grams,

\( A_2 \) is the area of the cone in sq. cms. and

\( A_3 \) is the area of the horn throat in sq. cms.

It is obvious that the electric energy which flows into the voice coil of Fig. 1 is used up in part as heat dissipation in the voice coil and part is converted into sound energy at the throat of the horn. The efficiency of the loud speaker will be defined as the ratio of the acoustic power output to the electric power input. Expressed mathematically this becomes,

\[ \% \text{Efficiency} = 100 \frac{P_o}{P_e} \]

where \( P_o \) is the acoustical output from the horn, and \( P_e \) is the electrical input to the horn, both measured in watts.

In order to see more clearly the conditions which exist during the transfer of electric energy to acoustic energy in the loud speaker, the equivalent electric impedance presented to the circuit by the system of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2, in which \( z_m \) is the electric impedance appearing in series with the ohmic resistance of the voice coil due to the mechanical impedance of the vibrating system. This impedance was first pointed out by Kennelly and is called the motional impedance. The motional impedance is made up of a resistive and a reactive component and in the absence of mechanical losses, the real component represents the acoustic radiation resistance presented by the horn.

It can be shown' that the magnitude of the motional impedance is

\[ z_m = \left( \frac{B^2 l}{z_o} \right) \times 10^4 \]

vector electric ohms where \( z_m \) is the mechanical impedance of the vibrating system in mechanical ohms. For the case assumed, in which the mechanical losses have been neglected.
and both the compliance and the diaphragm suspension and horn throat chamber are not assumed to be of consequence in the frequency range concerned, it follows that the mechanical impedance in mechanical ohms is given by,

\[ z_m = r_m + j\omega (m_1 + m_2) \tag{3} \]

where \( r_m \) is the mechanical resistance presented to the diaphragm by the horn, and \( \omega = 2\pi f \) is the angular frequency in which \( f \) is the frequency. The resistance in mechanical ohms is given by

\[ r_m = \rho c A / A_s \tag{4} \]

where \( \rho \) is the density of the medium into which sound is being radiated and measured in grams per c.c., and \( c \) is the velocity of sound in the medium in cm. per sec. For air under average conditions,

\[ r_m = 42 A / A_s \tag{5} \]

mechanical ohms.

We are now in a position to determine the motional impedance in a more useful form. By substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3) and the result into Eq. (2), the equation for the motional impedance becomes,

\[ r_{zm} = 42 A / A_s + j\omega (m_1 + m_2) \tag{6} \]

from which the real component of the impedance of Fig. 2 becomes

\[ r_{zm} = 42 \left( B^2 A^2 \times 10^6 \right) / A_s \tag{7} \]

ohms.

Referring again to Fig. 2, it is obvious that the total electric power input to the circuit for the current \( i \) is

\[ P_s = i^2 (r_s + r_{zm}) \tag{8} \]

watts, and the acoustic power radiated is

\[ P_s = \eta r_{zm} \tag{9} \]

watts, so that the percentage efficiency becomes

\[ \% \eta = 100 \frac{r_{zm}}{r_s + r_{zm}} \tag{10} \]

or, letting \( K = B^2 m \times 10^6 \) we may express the efficiency as

\[ \% \eta = \frac{100 K r_{zm}}{r_s + \omega^2 (m_1 + m_2)^2 + K r_{zm}} \tag{11} \]

It can be seen from Eq. (11) that, for a given speaker, the efficiency decreases as the frequency increases. To obtain the maximum possible efficiency at any particular frequency, Eq. (11) may be differentiated with respect to \( r_{zm} \), keeping the remaining terms constant. This gives,

\[ \frac{d\eta}{dr_{zm}} = \frac{K^2}{r_{zm}^2} K r_{zm} - 2 K r_{zm} - K r_{zm}^2 = 0 \tag{12} \]

from which the mechanical resistance presented to the diaphragm by a horn for maximum efficiency at a given frequency becomes,

\[ r_m = \omega (m_1 + m_2) \tag{13} \]

Substituting Eq. (13) in Eq. (11) gives the expression for maximum efficiency, which can be realized for the assumed horn loudspeaker at any given frequency as,

\[ \% \eta_{max} = \frac{100 K}{2 \omega \omega (m_1 + m_2) + K} \tag{14} \]

This equation assumes, of course, that Eq. (13) is satisfied.

In order to place Eq. (14) in a form which involves only the fundamental constants of the voice coil material, the following relations will be introduced. Let \( m_1 = km_0 \), where \( k \) is a numeric representing the ratio of mass of the cone, voice coil form, insulation, and air load, to the mass of the voice coil. Then,

\[ m_1 + m_2 = m_0 (1+k) \tag{15} \]

However, if we let \( D \) represent the density of the voice coil conductor in grams per c.c. and \( A \) the area of the cross section of the conductor in sq. cms. whose length is \( l \), we have that,

\[ m_1 = D l A \tag{16} \]

and

\[ r_m = R l / A \tag{17} \]

where \( R \) is the resistivity of the conductor in ohms per c.c. The maximum possible efficiency at any frequency then becomes,

\[ \% \eta_{max} = \frac{100 B}{4 \pi f (1+k) D l \times 10^6 + B^2} \tag{18} \]

in terms of the symbolic notation already explained.

It must be emphasized that the maximum efficiency in Eq. (18) can be realized only at a given frequency provided that Eq. (15) is also satisfied at that frequency. This means that to secure maximum efficiency at all frequencies for a given vibrating system, the throat area of the horn should vary inversely as the frequency, since, as indicated in Eq. (5) a reciprocal relationship exists between the throat area and the mechanical resistance. For a fixed throat, however, the efficiency will be less than that given by Eq. (18) at every frequency except for the one frequency for which Eq. (13) is satisfied. The actual values of efficiency for a fixed throat at other frequencies may be found from Eq. (11).

The purpose of deriving Eq. (18) is to show how the various components of a horn loudspeaker are effective in determining the maximum

---

**Fig. 3. Maximum efficiencies obtainable in a horn loud speaker employing an aluminum voice coil**
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efficiency which can be realized at various frequencies. In Figs. 3 and 
4 are shown two families of curves in which the maximum efficiency at 
each frequency has been computed for both aluminum and copper voice 
coils. For the solid curves, \( k = 0 \), which assumes the hypothetically 
ideal case in which the total mass in the vibrating system is in the voice 
coil conductor. For the dotted curves, \( k = 1 \) which assumes that the voice 
coil mass is one half of the total mass of the vibrating system. This 
latter assumption is more nearly representative of what is encoun-
tered in actual practice, but even for the hypothetical case it is 
evident that to secure high efficiency at very high frequencies it will be 
necessary to use new materials which can either cause an increase in the 
air gap flux density to a value considerably above 20,000 gausses or 
can provide a conductor for the voice coil which has a much lower density-
resistivity product than aluminum.

Eq. (18) brings out the further fact that at the higher frequencies 
where the efficiency is inherently low (left hand member of the denomina-
tor predominating) it is of vital importance to make \( k \) as small as possible, 
which means that the voice coil mass should be as large as possible. At the lower frequencies 
where the efficiency is inherently high, it is obvious that it is not neces-
sary to make \( k \) very small. This means that the voice coil mass can be smaller than the cone mass, at 
low frequencies, without appreciable sacrifice in efficiency. On the other 
hand, the voice coil mass should be higher than the cone mass at the 
higher frequencies to secure best performance.

Conclusions

A careful analysis of Eq. (18) reveals interesting facts, all of which 
are not generally recognized. A summarized list of the deductions 
made from this equation are given below.

1. The efficiency of a horn loud speaker increases as the mass of the voice coil is increased, since \( k \) decreases as \( m \), increases.

2. If the voice coil mass is not the greater part of the mass of the 
vibrating system at the higher frequencies, a condition prevalent in 
some high frequency speakers, greater gains in efficiency may be 
realized by increasing the mass of the voice coil than can be realized 
by using special magnetic materials to increase the air gap flux densi-
ties beyond 20,000 gausses.

3. The efficiency of a horn loud speaker is independent of the size 
of wire used in the construction of its voice coil.

4. The efficiency is dependent on the product of the resistivity and 
the density of the voice coil conductor. When properly designed, the 
voice coil efficiency will increase as this product is decreased. How-
ever, as actually constructed, some speakers will show an increase in 
efficiency if this product is increased. (See Item 8 below).

5. Efficiency at the lower frequencies is inherently high for a horn 
voice speaker, even with reliably low air gap densities and with voice coils 
whose mass is less than the remaining mass of the vibrating system. 
When the frequency is low, the efficiency will be high.

6. At high frequencies, the efficiency will be very low unless the 
air gap flux density is very high and unless the mass of the voice coil 
is the larger part of the entire mass of the vibrating system.

7. At high frequencies, the efficiency is critically dependent on the 
ratio of the voice coil mass to the mass of the remainder of the vibrating 
system, since the factor \( k \) plays an important role in determining the 
value of the efficiency when the frequency is high.

8. In specific instances it is possible to improve the high frequency 
efficiency of a loud speaker by changing from an aluminum to a copper 
wire voice coil in spite of the fact that copper has twice the resistivity-
density product of aluminum. This improvement will occur in a speaker 
if the aluminum coil is less than \( 1/3 \) the mass of the remainder of the 
vibrating system. By changing to copper under these conditions, the 
voice coil mass will approximately triple since copper has approximately 
three times the density of aluminum, so that \( k \) will be reduced to one third of the value it has for an aluminum coil. The factor \( (1 + k) \), with the 
copper coil, will then become less than one half the value it had with 
the aluminum coil, and although the product, \( DR \), is doubled by changing to 
copper, the numerical value of the whole denominator will be 
reduced, with a resultant increase in efficiency.

---


---

Fig. 4. Maximum efficiencies obtainable in a horn loud speaker employing a copper voice coil
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Photo-Emf Cell Characteristics

Measurement methods used in determining the current and voltage output of selenium-on-iron self-generating cells, in terms of the intensity and wavelength of the incident light.

During the past few years several types of photo-emf cells have been developed and manufactured for technical uses. These cells convert radiant energy directly into electrical energy. Essentially they consist of a disk of metal with a layer of poorly conducting material on the outer surface of which a translucent metallic film is deposited. The particular photo-emf cell which is the subject of this article is manufactured in Germany under the trade name "Electrocell." In this cell the metallic disk is iron and the material adhering to the iron is selenium. Light penetrating the translucent metallic film deposited on the outer surface of the selenium causes electrons to flow from the selenium to the translucent film thence around the outside circuit and returning to the inner surface of the selenium layer via the iron disk. If the cell is on open circuit electrons flow to the translucent film, the latter thereby becoming negatively charged relative to the iron disk. Consequently, the cell acts like a generator since energy of a certain type is supplied to the device and electrical energy is delivered by the apparatus. The cell characteristics which are of particular interest are: the relation between luminous flux and the current produced, the relation between luminous flux and the potential difference across the terminals of the cell when the latter is on open circuit, and finally the relation between current and wave length of light when the energy in the illumination by various colors is kept constant.

Figure 1 shows the relation between current and illumination for the case where the resistance in the outside circuit is nearly zero and also for the case where this resistance is 200 ohms. The latter value of resistance was selected since it is of the order of magnitude of the resistance of a sensitive relay or of a microammeter which might be used in connection with the photo-emf cell. The currents were measured with a D'Arsonval galvanometer provided with a suitable shunting arrangement. The illumination was from a 300-watt projection lamp operated at constant voltage by a storage battery. The candle power of this lamp was determined by comparison with a lamp standardized at the National Bureau of Standards, a Lummer-Brodhun photometer being used for making the comparison. The 300-watt lamp was operated at a color temperature of 3250 degrees Kelvin, this value of color temperature being taken from information furnished by the Incandescent Lamp Dept. of the General Electric Co. The radiation emitted was consequently identical with the radiation from a "black body" at the above temperature. The visible radiation falling on the photo-emf cell is plotted in lumens. The number of lumens emitted by a lamp equals 4πC, where C is the candle power. The number of lumens, L, falling on a surface of area A and at a distance d from a source of radiation is given by \( L = \frac{4\pi CA}{4\pi d^2} \) or \( L = \frac{CA}{d^2} \). In the measurements reported here, \( A = 9.15 \text{ sq.cm.} \), this being the exposed area of the sensitive surface of the cell. Since the current from a photo-emf cell depends upon this exposed area it is considered best to plot current against the total luminous flux incident on the exposed area rather than against lumens per sq.cm. or against foot candles, these last two being similar units. For the purpose of comparison between the metric and the English unit one may take the specific case of 0.5 lumen on the cell. This is equivalent to 0.5/9.15 or 0.0647 lumens per sq.cm. and it is equivalent to 51 ft. candles. The curve shows the current to be nearly a linear function of luminous flux for the values recorded in Fig. 1. When the resist-

[Continued on page 56]
Tubes at Work

Five phototubes view a “wall of light” for timing horses accurately, a phototube and a shutter sorts letters by “spotting” the stamps. Circuits for capacity-relays and for using the neglected selenium cell. New forms of barrier-layer cells

Elaborate Horse-Race Timer Uses Five Photo Tubes

HORSE RACE TIMING by means of phototubes used in conjunction with camera equipment is not a new development in electronics, but the methods used have been continually improved since the idea was first presented. One of the latest devices, the multiple eye camera, has been developed by Ralph Powers of Detroit, and has been in use for some time at the River Down racetrack. As shown in the picture, five separate phototubes mounted one above the other, and five separate light sources are used. This arrangement provides a “wall” of light which is intercepted regardless of the position of the horse’s head as he crosses the line. All five phototubes are fed to the common input of the photomultiplier, which is compensated so that the speed of operation of the relays is independent of the light level, hence indications are as reliable on dark as well as on bright days.

As the first horse crosses the finish line the phototube relay actuates a camera located in a booth above the grandstand, which immediately takes a “still” picture of the finish. An automatic indexing device delivers an impulse to the second camera which takes a picture of the second horse, and so on until four individual pictures have been taken. These still pictures are taken on 4 x 5 glass plates, which are developed in 28 sec., fixed in 25 sec., enlarged, developed and fixed in the following minute, so that the judges have an 8 x 10 enlargement of the finish two minutes after the horses cross the line.

Running simultaneously with the still picture equipment is a high speed 35 mm. motion picture camera operating at 180 pictures per second. In the event that the still picture equipment fails, the motion picture film is used to describe the finish. The illustration shows an exceptionally close finish photographed by the multiple eye camera. The white line in the photograph is a cable stretched over the track, over the heads of the horses, but directly in line with the camera lens and the finish line.

... Photocell Sorts Letters For British Post Office

A MECHANISM HAS BEEN developed by the British Post Office for indicating whether stamps are correctly placed on letters for cancellation. It can also be adapted to distinguish between stamps of different colors. The letters are carried along a narrow channel on edge, by a moving band and at a chosen point a bright light is caused to fall on them. Light from two parts of the paper, that is, the stamp and the plain envelope, is allowed to fall alternately on a photocell by means of a revolving shutter. If the stamp is in position, the amount of light will differ and an alternating current will be generated in the cell circuit. This current is amplified by a special arrangement of tubes tuned to the shutter frequency and is used to operate a relay which kicks the letter into an appropriate compartment. The amplifiers are biased so as not to operate below a certain input and thus the device ignores such things as ink writing and variation of paper color.

Letters with advertising matter printed on them can still be passed through the machine as most of them do not have the printing in the place normally occupied by the stamp. The present machine, which is purely of an experimental nature, can deal with 1000 letters per minute.

The U. S. Postoffice also makes use of phototubes, but for quite a different purpose. In the Government Printing office, the perforation of large sheets of stamps is kept in register by a phototube relay, so that the 3/64-inch perforations are accurately centered in the 7-64-inch space between each row of stamps.

A neck-and-neck finish recorded by the Powers Camera
UNUSUAL ANTENNA STRUCTURES—FOR STRATOSPHERE, TELEVISION, AIRPORTS

Parabolic reflector antenna used for receiving 15 meter signals from a stratosphere explorer balloon. At receiver is Prof. Easton of Caltech.

Berlin’s “pancake” television radiator, 453 feet high, which sends video images on 6.7 meters. The “edges” of the pancake are horizontal dipole elements which concentrate the energy in the horizontal plane.

Directional “loop” antenna at the Glendale, California, airport used for sending instructions to American Airlines pilots on regular runs.

Two Practical Capacity-Operated Relays

Capacity-operated relays are among the most generally useful tube-operated control devices, and among the simplest to construct from standard parts and tubes. They may be used for burglar protection, counting and sorting of metallic objects, and for general “space-control” such as indicating when the foul-line in a bowling alley has been over-stepped. Two simple but highly practical capacity-operated circuits developed by Frank Shepard, Jr., of RCA Radiotron are shown in the accompanying diagrams.

In Fig. 1 is shown a stabilized circuit which makes use of an 874 voltage regulator tube to supply constant voltage to the oscillator, which uses the pentode section of the 6B7 tube. The amplitude of oscillation of this section depends on the ratio of the antenna-to-ground capacity to C1 in Fig. 2.

As the antenna-to-ground capacity is increased, the amplitude of oscillation can be made to increase. The oscillating voltage is rectified in the double-diode section of the 6B7, and applied to the grid circuit of the 43 relay tube. The screen grid of the 43 is given an adjustable bias, by which the maximum relay current can be controlled. As the antenna-to-ground capacity increases, the amplitude of the rectified voltage increases, and the plate current in the 43 relay tube changes accordingly.

A somewhat similar circuit using metal tubes is shown in Fig. 2. The 6J7 tube is used as an oscillator. The rectifying action of the grid of the 25A6 relay tube causes a rectified a-c voltage, equal to the peak value of oscillating voltage on the cathode 6J7, to be built up in the grid-leak and condenser. The oscillator oscillates on each positive cycle of plate voltage, but during this time the 25A6 tube, whose plate connects to the other side of the line, is non-conducting. The negative charge built up on the grid of 25A6 does not leak off during the non-conduction period, however, and hence is effective in controlling the relay current during the alternate conduction periods.

By increasing the resistance of the choke coil feeding the screen of the 6J7, the sensitivity of the circuit may be increased until it becomes unstable, i.e. until the relay will not open and release at the same value of capacity.

When a long antenna is used, it is desirable to construct the tuned circuit of the oscillator so that it operates at a low frequency, since radiation losses

(Continued on page 40)
mount in a cabinet intended to represent the conditions of loudspeaker enclosure in a typical radio console placed with its back close to a wall. The impedance minimum at 140 cycles corresponds with the response peak at the same frequency in Fig. 8. It will be noted that the resistance below 100 cycles is very small. The total resistance on the diaphragm of a typical cabinet type loudspeaker is the sum of the resistances shown in Figs. 6 and 7 and is still small. As the sound power is directly proportional to the radiation resistance for a given diaphragm velocity it follows that effective sound radiation under the above conditions may be attained only with high velocities which, at the low frequencies under consideration, result in excessive displacement amplitudes.

The impedance on the back of the diaphragm of a loudspeaker mounted in a labyrinth of the type illustrated in the photograph is shown in Fig. 8. In contrast with Figs. 6 and 7, it will be observed that the resistance component predominates over most of the range and becomes very large at low frequencies. As an indication of the amount of damping afforded the loudspeaker, whose natural resonance frequency is located near 40 cycles, it may be stated that the resistance in this region is approximately 200 times that afforded by an infinite plane baffle. This resistance peak corresponds to the one occurring at \( \lambda/4 \) in Fig. 1. The effect of the absorbent lining of the labyrinth in modifying this peak and in reducing the reactance variations at such a low frequency is noteworthy. At higher frequencies the rise in absorption accounts for the virtual elimination of the higher order resonances of the tube.

A further experiment was performed to compare the impedance characteristics of an absorbent labyrinth with one having the same internal dimensions but made of solid wood. The results are shown in Fig. 9, where for comparison the curves of Fig. 8 have been replotted on the same scale as those for the wooden labyrinth. This gives further and striking evidence of the effectiveness of the absorbent lining. The measured curves for the wooden labyrinth are seen to have the same general characteristics as the theoretical ones for an unlined tube shown in Fig. 1. The marked falling off with ascending frequency of the amplitude of the peaks in the curve for the wooden labyrinth was caused by the inadvertent use of felt lined housings to connect the loudspeaker to the labyrinth. Even without the lined housings there would, of course, have been some falling off in the amplitude of the impedance variations due principally to the increase with frequency of the radiation resistance of the open end.

In Fig. 10 we have the results of electrical impedance measurements made on the same loudspeaker with and without a labyrinth. This again strikingly illustrates the effect of the labyrinth in damping the fundamental mechanical resonance of the loudspeaker moving system, as evidenced by the reduction to about one-third its former amplitude of the impedance peak resulting from the reflected velocity rise of the driving coil. The natural frequency is shifted from 50 down to 40 cycles by the additional air mass reactance of the labyrinth. The reduction in impedance variation is, as before mentioned, advantageous when working from certain types of vacuum tubes.

Listening tests on labyrinth loudspeaker systems compared with those of the conventional cabinet type indicate a much greater naturalness of reproduction for the former, particularly when the original sound sources are quickly available for direct listening. The absence of the usual cavity resonance "boom" is at once noticeable on speech. In the rendition of impulsive sounds of low pitch there may be recognized a striking improvement due to the elimination by the labyrinth of the usual spurious transients and "hangovers". In what may be called "loudness efficiency" the labyrinth speaker system will be found somewhat lower than one of the conventional cabinet type employing a similar driving unit. This is the expected result of the elimination of resonance peaks and non-linear distortion. The difference is difficult to evaluate because it varies with the type of program, but is not considered to be of great consequence in view of the important improvement in fidelity obtainable in the labyrinth system.

Some incidental advantages of the labyrinth system also are worth mentioning. First, unlike the usual open-backed cabinet, its internal characteristics are not adversely affected when it is placed with its back close to a wall. In fact, such a position is most favorable because the loudspeaker then operates with enhanced efficiency as a consequence of the smaller solid angle of radiation. Second, the shape of the cabinet is immaterial so long as it will contain the labyrinth. This assumes considerable importance in the case of automatic phonograph combinations where the shape of the record changing mechanism frequently calls for a cabinet so deep that cavity resonances are more than usually troublesome. Finally, as the loudspeaker, labyrinth and sub-baffle comprise in themselves the complete acoustic system independently of the cabinet, the panel resonance characteristics of the latter have an insignificant effect on the performance.

This article is based on data which originally appeared in a paper by the same author published in the October 1936 issue of the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.

---
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REDUCE HIDDEN COSTS with (IRC UNIT-MOLDED*) INSULATED RESISTORS!

Here's how . . . .

1 IRC Insulated BT 1/2=1/10+, 1/4+, 1/3+, 1/2 watt NON-insulated in all ranges and tolerances. Fewer sizes now required. No duplicated ranges necessary.

2 SMALLER INVENTORY—Less investment.

3 FEWER PURCHASE ORDERS to be prepared.

4 LESS "PAPER WORK"—Fewer mistakes.

5 FEWER OPERATORS.

6 FASTER ASSEMBLY—No spacing problems—one size for operators to handle.

7 FEWER REJECTIONS—Less re-test work at end of assembly line.

8 LESS CHANCE OF REJECTS from trace.

9 SIMPLER SERVICING.

All of this means lower costs—better results!

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
401 NORTH BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Factories or Licensees in Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, Denmark and Australia
MAKERS OF RESISTANCE UNITS OF MORE TYPES, IN MORE SHAPES, FOR MORE APPLICATIONS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD
For accurate punchings, toughness and complete electrical insulation, specify General Electric Textolite — made to meet your most exacting requirements.

Write to our nearest Textolite distributor, listed below, for complete information and prices, or to Section P-424, Appliance and Merchandise Department, General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

GENERAL LAMINATED PRODUCTS, INC.
233 Spring St., NEW YORK, N. Y.
3113-3123 Carroll Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

SAVE WITH TEXTOLITE ROTORS AND STATORS
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from the antenna will thereby be reduced. The value of the sensitivity control condenser C, also varies according to the antenna-to-ground capacity involved. For high sensitivity all losses in the oscillating circuits should be kept as low as possible, i.e. the resonant impedance of the tuned circuit should be as high as possible, indicating good insulation and high Q-values for the coils.

... ... ... ... ... ...

UNIQUE STRATOSPHERE TRANSMITTER

Prof. Anthony Easton of Caltech with the one-pound radio transmitter carried aloft by a stratosphere balloon. The acorn tube delivers 1.5 meter signals, indicating wind velocity, humidity, temperature, and barometric pressure

... ... ... ...

Calibrating Radio Frequency Ammeters With Photocells

The calibration of ordinary radio frequency ammeters, when the frequency is of the order of millions of cycles per second, presents great difficulties. In order to overcome this an entirely new type of transfer instrument has been devised. It consists of a fine wire heated to incandescence in a vacuum, with a photocell placed so that it receives light from it. Then, if a certain number of amperes, direct current, produce a certain photoelectric...
Because of their universal use the resistor is still an important factor in the production of modern Electronic equipment... Centralab’s popularity is maintained through constant vigilance in engineering details... Millions are yearly built into equipment contributing materially to the dependability of that equipment... Therefore insure performance of your equipment with Centralab.

CENTRALAB Division of Globe-Union Inc.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

A. Center core of resistance material is surrounded by a dense shock-proof ceramic, providing strength and protection against humidity.

B. Core and jacket are fired together at 2500 degrees F. into a single, solid unit, hard and durable as stone.

C. Pure copper covers the resistor end for wire lead contact. Contact to the resistance material is at the extreme ends only, providing uniform resistance and load distribution over entire length. End contacts do not short circuit part of resistance as in other types.

Centralab

RESISTORS

Canterbury Road, Kilbourn, London, N. W. 6, England
118 Ave Ledru-Rollin, Paris, France
for Dependable Results—

Amplifiers
Rectifiers
Filters
Transmitters

Use AMERTRAN TRANSFORMERS

Leading broadcasting stations throughout the World select AmerTran Transformers for all requirements because they are dependable. This is just as true of small audio components as of large rectifier and modulation equipment. Every unit is conservatively rated and fully meets performance guarantees.

AmerTran Transformers and Reactors are available for every application in electronic circuits. May we have the opportunity to quote you on equipment for your requirements?

A Dependable Selenium Cell Circuit

Although the selenium cell was undoubtedly the first light-sensitive device to be applied in relay and audio frequency circuits, during the past ten years engineers have turned to the electronic (photo-emissive) tubes because of their greater stability. The compactness of the selenium cell and its sensitivity to low light levels have always been in its favor, and have in-...
If we can take the late Mr. Webster's word for it, superior means—"Surpassing in quality, more excellent, preferable, of higher grade, etc." Those are virtues easy to boast of but difficult to possess.

We had knowledge of this fact when the Company started in business fewer than three years ago and set out to make Superior Tubing really superior. The unusual progress we have made in this highly competitive market is not due to friendship nor sentiment — the radio industry wanted better tubing so we are making it.

The result is known as Superior Tubing!

SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY
NORRISTOWN - - - PENNSYLVANIA
25 Miles from Philadelphia, 100 Miles from New York
SPECIAL "EVEREADY" BATTERY AIDS RADIO WEATHER RESEARCH...

No matter what kind of battery-power radio research requires—"Eveready" can make it. This tiny battery is a 45-volt "Eveready" "Layerbilt" "B" Battery—specially made for the Bureau of Standards.

(Above)
Dr. L. F. Curtiss of the Bureau of Standards holds one of the new weather-broadcasting radio transmitters of the type soon to be sent into the stratosphere by the U. S. Weather Bureau.

(Below)
Here is a close-up of the apparatus the U. S. Weather Bureau hopes will aid in predicting our weather weeks in advance. This tiny radio set transmits signals back to earth as it soars miles up into the stratosphere. The set is powered by two "Eveready" flashlight batteries and the two special "Eveready" "Layerbilt" batteries shown on the left and right of the sender.

(Right)
This is the equipment used by the Bureau of Standards, working in conjunction with the Weather Bureau, to study weather in the stratosphere. It consists of a balloon and a tiny radio transmitter which is powered with the remarkable "Eveready" "Layerbilt" 45-volt batteries, smaller than a flashlight battery.

NEW DOUBLE BARRIER CELLS

Where two sources of illumination are to be measured. The cell shown in the figure consists of an iron disc and two selenium films on each side of the disc. The second type, also shown, is a differential cell, both surfaces being exposed to the same light source. The relative amount of area exposed on each side of the cell determines the net current produced.

AUTOMATIC CODER

A new self-coding typewriter, electrically operated, is operated like an ordinary typewriter but turns out coded copy. Over 10 million code combinations are available in the device.
1. You may locate Erie Insulated Resistors in the chassis with complete safety wherever it is most convenient for easy installation. Their ceramic insulating shells give positive insulation even at 3,000 volts.

2. Your assemblers and inspectors can pick out the correct resistance values of Erie Insulated Resistors quickly and without eye-strain under all types of illumination. Color bands are clean, sharp, true to hue because they are applied on a pure white surface.

3. Regardless of your production requirements, your orders for Erie Insulated Resistors can be filled promptly. Modern automatic manufacturing and testing equipment makes possible quantity production without sacrificing quality.

Put these aids to more efficient production to work in your assembly line and see for yourself what they can accomplish.
NEW BOOKS

The Physics of Electron Tubes


The second edition of this well-known member of the "International Series in Physics" has been enlarged some thirty pages and contains considerable new material. As in the first edition, the author has restricted himself to descriptions of the fundamental physical phenomena which underlie the operation of electron tubes, and has not concerned himself with electron tube circuits or the effects of circuit conditions on tube operation. Within this stated sphere, he has succeeded very well in presenting the essential facts of emission, space-charge, ionization, and photosensitivity.

The second edition contains new material on electron optics, secondary-emission multipliers, positive ion emission, and some of the newer gaseous tubes, including the ignitron. The extensive bibliographies at the end of each chapter have been brought up to date and expanded.

The one fault which this reviewer finds with the book is its sketchy treatment of grid-action in vacuum tubes, on which there is hardly more than a few paragraphs. This subject, which is surely a basic element in electron tube physics, was inadequately handled in the first edition, and very little improvement in this respect can be found in the second. With this one exception, the book is a complete and authoritative treatment of the inner action of electron tubes.—D.G.F.

Electron Tubes in Industry


Second edition of "Electron Tubes in Industry" covers briefly a great many phases of the wide field of non-radio electronic applications. It contains much new material in addition to all the important parts of the first edition. The descriptions are clear, complete, and remarkably concise. Mathematical expressions necessary to the complete and proper understanding of an application principle are given; otherwise, they are omitted. It is refreshing to read a book where simple electronic principles are not lost in a maze of unnecessary and perhaps irrelevant mathematics.

The first chapter gives enough of the theory of electrical engineering to enable the novice to understand fundamental electronic principles, and to follow the illustrations in the following chapters. It also is an excellent review for those who have not thought about such matters for a number of years.

The book describes first a fundamental type of tube with its theory of application, and then follows with specific practical illustrations of its use. This procedure is repeated for various classifications of tubes used in industrial electronics. In this way the author has done an excellent job of including and correlating typical examples of vacuum tube, gas tube, photoelectric, and cathode-ray principles and applications under a single cover.

Mechanical, electrical, chemical, and other engineers, and non-engineering executives should find in this book suggestions invaluable for their own particular problems. The book is an inspiration to the electronic engineer and should give him many new ideas. The complete list of references included as

SOUND-TRACKS ON PAPER

Sound recorded photoelectrically in parallel lines on photographic film is transferred to metal and printed on ordinary paper, from which it can be reproduced by a phototube pick-up, shown above.

foot-notes are of value to the research man to the student, and to all desirous of further investigating any particular subject.

The circuit drawings have several minor mistakes, most of which would have been avoided if electronics had been drawn with dots and jumpers instead of dots alone. These errors, however, detract little from the intrinsic worth of the book.—F. H. S., Jr.

Vacuum Tube Laboratory Guide

(Anleitung zum Arbeiten im Rohrenlaboratorium)


Thanks to the interest and perseverance of two teachers, a vacuum tube laboratory was established in 1931 at the Berlin Institute of Technology. It has the purpose of preparing engineers for the problems arising in the manufacture and development of vacuum tubes.

Four hours a week during the university year are devoted to laboratory work. This time permits handling 14 problems: Pumps, McLeod gauge, resistance and ionization manometers, temperature measurements by optical methods and electron velocities, getters, Richardson's constant, pumping and testing a vacuum tube, and a tube with indirectly heated barium paste cathode, preparation of a discharge tube filled with a noble gas, preparation of a sodium photocell by electrolysis, study of fields in tubes with the aid of an electrolytic trough, electronic microscope.

The instructions to each exercise in this manual are given under a series of convenient headings: equipment, construction, principles, measuring methods, accuracy or sensitivity range, experiments, discussion of results. At the end of each exercise is a list of references intended for ready use, almost exclusively in German. The author's name is known to readers of Electronics from an article describing the electronic microscope in the number for September 1936 (see also December 1936, p. 52).

Some of the sections seem to be rather short. In the chapter on high vacuum pumps it is not clear whether the speed of the pump is referred to a certain pressure (1/1000 mm. mercury). Gas discharge tubes with several electrodes might have furnished useful material for study. Apart from this the selection of the material and its presentation is to be highly commended, since it impresses upon the engineer's mind the need for regarding the tube as a product liable to changes and not a device made to conform with a rigid pattern. It covers material that is often unduly neglected in books on vacuum tubes.
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MORE AND MORE
— IN IMPORTANT PLACES

UNITED transmitting tubes have found their way into many places where time means money and where dependability is vital. Airways, armies, navies, and broadcasters the world over are steadily swinging to UNITED. . . . Write for engineering facts.

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
42 SPRING STREET • NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
THE ELECTRON ART

EACH month the world’s technical literature is scanned to see what physicists and engineers are doing with tubes, for presentation in tabloid form to Electronics’ readers.

Frequency Stability of Self-Excited Oscillators

In a survey of the factors affecting the stability of self-excited oscillators, Antsellowich has given some idea of the relative importance of the different factors. It is shown that the relative variation of the frequency, Δf/f, caused by changes in the grid current is of the order of 0.01% to 0.0001%, and that when the load on the oscillator is varied, Δf/f is of the order of 0.1% or more. For changes in the internal resistance of the tube, which is one of the most important changes in tube constants Δf/f will be of the order of 0.005% to 0.0001%. As a result of changes in the temperature of the tube, the dimensions of the electrodes and their spacing can be altered, as well as the capacity between the supply leads through the socket. In this case the frequency deviation will be of the order of 0.1%; for changes in plate dissipation it will be about 0.005% to 0.0001%. Changes in the slope of the oscillation curve can be responsible for Δf/f as high as 0.01%.

Several factors can also cause the frequency to vary until a stable thermal condition is reached. Changes in the temperature of components of the oscillating circuit may cause a relative frequency variation of 0.1% while displacement of the components of the oscillating circuit, due to temperature variations and consequent changes in their capacity to ground, may amount to 0.5%. It is obvious that, in the first place, proper attention must be paid to the thermal compensation and structural features of the oscillating circuit. What is more, the frequency stability of a continuously variable oscillator does not remain constant over the entire wavelength range. This has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally for self-excited oscillators for frequencies between 50 kc. and 60 Mc. and it was found that the stability decreased with the frequency. While the frequency band for optimum stability depends to a very considerable extent upon the construction of the oscillator, it appears that greatest stability for properly designed, compact oscillators lies between 1,000 and 6,000 kc.—International Broadcast and Sound Engineer, 1937 Yearbook.

NEW MICROVOLTMETER USED IN CANCER RESEARCH

Professor Harold S. Burr, of Yale, with the vacuum tube microvoltmeter used for measuring the voltages produced in dying cell tissue. The high sensitivity, 5 microvolts, makes possible advance diagnosis of cancer.

I.R.E.-U.R.S.I. Meeting

The annual joint meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the American section of the International Scientific Radio Union will be held on April 30, 1937, in the building of the National Academy of Sciences, 2101 Constitution Ave., Washington, D. C. Of the thirteen papers listed on the tentative program, the following four will be of particular interest to readers of Electronics:


Most of the remaining papers are concerned with the ionosphere, and studies of the propagation of radio signals.

Tube Exports

According to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, exports of radio receiving tubes during January 1937 amounted to 253,520 tubes valued at $280,597. Argentina is reported as the biggest customer at $40,623 with the U. S. S. R. following with sales of $32,115.

New Fact in Electricity

Prof. Belli, of Milan, has published some experiments conducted by himself which demonstrated that the negative electric fluid is dissipated in about half the time required by that which is positive. This fact had escaped the observation of Coulomb, and also of M. Biot. M. Pelletier, greatly surprised at the difference thus found by the Italian professor, is now engaged in an attempt to discover the cause.—From Mag. Pop. Sci. as reported in the Journal of the Franklin Institute, p. 71, January, 1937.
A great drama of life and death was enacted when the raging waters of the Ohio and Mississippi spread terror and disaster during the recent flood. Out of this great drama emerged the nation's cast of heroes whose efforts saved thousands of lives from watery graves and controlled the inevitable aftermath of disease. *

Bendix is proud to have been able to play a part in the timely rescue efforts of the many governmental and independent agencies. The Coast Guard rushed men, boats, planes and communication trucks, some equipped with Bendix transmitters, receivers and other equipment to the flooded area. In cooperation with the Naval Reserve, Army and Amateurs, they established a joint emergency radio net-

work to facilitate rescue work and relieve human suffering. Such occasions as this bear testimony to the reliability and efficiency of Bendix Radio products under all conditions. Bendix Radio Corporation provides complete research, engineering and manufacturing facilities for every type of radio equipment.

PARTIAL LIST OF BENDIX RADIO PRODUCTS

- Hurricane-proof Spike Antennas
- Antenna Arrays
- Low Temperature Coefficient Quartz Crystals and Holders
- Variable Condensers
- Fixed Condensers
- Inductances
- Frequency Standards
- Frequency Monitors
- Frequency Meters
- Precision Gear Drives
- Synchronizers
- Audio Analyzers
- Modulation Monitors
- Tube Testers
- Set Testers
- Remote Control Devices
- Capacity Standards
- Field Intensity Meters

Direct All Correspondence to BENDIX RADIO CORPORATION 9th and Kearny Sts., N. E., Washington, D. C.
Out of the storm-swept skies that erased all visibility, a dozen sea-planes alighted on the land-locked waters of Pearl Harbor...and Man once again defeated the elements. These twelve Navy planes had spanned the 2553 miles of open sea from San Diego to Honolulu, thus completing the longest over-water mass flight in aviation history. With the weather as thick as pea soup and visibility nil, these fliers flew with confidence toward a mile-square spot in a vast ocean. They knew their goal MUST be ahead! Adverse weather conditions were forgotten, for these PBY-1 Consolidated long-range patrol boats were kept on a sure course with the unflagging precision and dependability of Bendix Radio Direction Finders. When efficient performance is needed, over land or sea, Bendix equipment will not fail. Bendix Radio Corporation offers the finest engineering facilities for the development and manufacture of aircraft radio products of every type for use in commercial, naval and military aviation.

**PARTIAL LIST OF BENDIX AVIATION PRODUCTS**

- Transmitters
- Receivers
- Direction Finders
- Radio Compasses
- 'Approach' and 'Glide Path' Landing Systems
- Radio—Instruments
- Radio—Mechanical Devices
- Intercommunicating Telephone
- Ground Station Equipment
- Traffic Control
- Transmitters
- Receivers
- Radio Ranges
- Field Localizers
- Marker Beacons
- Quartz Crystals and Holders

*Direct All Correspondence to BENDIX RADIO CORPORATION 9th and Kearny Sts., N. E., Washington, D. C.*
Improvements in Resistance Coupled Amplifiers

Two improvements in the design of resistance-capacitance coupled amplifiers are discussed by O. H. Schmitt in the March 1937 issue of the Review of Scientific Instruments. The first of these relates to a method of decreasing the time interval during which a tube may be blocked because of large voltage suddenly applied to the grids of one of the tubes. The second indicates a simple method of obtaining good insulation between plate and grid of succeeding tubes with commercial condensers.

Blocking of the resistance coupled amplifier can usually be traced to the first stage in which a positive potential on the grid causes a large current to flow into the blocking condenser thereby building up a negative voltage on the grid of the succeeding tube. If the usual coupling arrangement is replaced by that shown in Fig. 1 in which an additional resistance, \( R_p \), is inserted in series with the blocking condenser, \( C \), the voltage on the blocking condenser will build up more slowly and blocking is less likely to occur.

The time during which the second stage can be blocked with the usual coupling circuit is given by,

\[
t = \frac{C}{R_p} \left( E_p - E_p \right)
\]

whereas with the improved circuit the blocking time is

\[
t = \frac{C}{R_p(R_p+R_c)+R_cR_p} \left( (E_p - E_p)(R_p+R_c) \right)
\]

where \( E_p \) is the difference between the plate battery supply voltage and the voltage actually on the plate of the tube, or the drop in voltage across \( R_p \), and the remaining symbols have the significance indicated in the schematic wiring diagram. It is shown that for two 6J7 tubes operating from a 500 volt plate supply and coupled through a 0.1 microfarad condenser, in which \( R_p = 100,000 \) ohms and \( R_c = R_c = 2 \) megohms, there is a tenfold decrease in the tendency to block.

Stable operation in resistance-capacitance coupled amplifiers depends to a large extent on the maintenance of proper electrode voltages. Unless the blocking condensers have unusually high insulation resistance, there is likelihood that the grid bias will be influence by leakage through the blocking condenser. By introducing an extra blocking condenser and resistor in each stage as shown in Fig. 2, inexpensive commercial condensers may be used in place of specially selected or laboratory standard condensers while still maintaining the stability obtained with the highest quality mica condensers.

In the case of the conventional, single blocking amplifier the variation in grid bias due to the leakage in the condenser is given by

\[
\Delta E_p = E_p R_p/(R_p+R_c) \Rightarrow E_p R_p/R_c,
\]

whereas for the improved circuit of Fig. 2 the corresponding expression is,

\[
\Delta E_p = E_p R_p/(R_p+R_c) \Rightarrow \frac{E_p R_p}{R_c R_p}
\]

where \( R_p \) and \( R_c \) are the leakage resistances of \( C_p \) and \( C_c \) respectively. The author shows that in a practical circuit the insulation resistance requirements of the condenser are reduced from \( 10^9 \) ohms for the usual circuit to \( 1.4 \times 10^8 \) ohms for the improved circuit.

Fig. 2—By adding an additional blocking condenser and grid resistor, ordinary commercial condensers may be used in a stable resistance coupled amplifier.

**SHOW DUST PURIFIER TO AIEE**

G. W. Penney (left) and L. W. Chubb of the Westinghouse Laboratories examining a high-voltage dust remover. The dust becomes ionized in the presence of a high electric field, and is attracted to the charged plates. The device is expected to be of value in the treatment of hay fever.
He can almost take her in BLINDFOLDED!

...HE SPECIALIZES

MICA Insulator Company

OVER 40 YEARS OF SPECIALIZATION MAKES THE DIFFERENCE!

DRIVING RAIN...a tossing sea, treacherous shoals ahead...yet a great ship must be safely harbored. To the New York Harbor Pilot this is just part of the day's work.

It takes years to gain the knowledge...to develop the uncanny sixth sense of these men. Boyhood apprenticeship...years of specialized training...literally a lifetime devoted to one job.

Making electrical insulation has been literally a lifetime job at Mica Insulator Co. Through over 40 years of specialization we have gained a most unusual experience...we, too, have developed "a sixth sense" in the solution of electrical insulation problems. We welcome the opportunity to put this knowledge and our research facilities to work for you.

200 Varick St., New York; 542 S. Dearborn St., Chicago; 1276 W. 50 St., Cleveland. Birmingham, Boston, Cincinnati, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Montreal, Toronto.

FLOOD—BREAKDOWN—EMERGENCY!

A large generator has broken down. New insulation is needed—and needed in a hurry. Micanite Parts, Micanite Sheets, Varnished Cloth, Lamicoid.

A telephone call to Mica Insulator Co. gets quick action. They know what is wanted and they have a flexible organization that can get it out in emergency time.

Dependable insulation shipped in 24 hours but fit to stay in service for a decade. This is a job for specialists.

www.americanradiohistory.com
GENERAL Ceramics Steatite exactly fits the dielectric requirements of high frequency electrical communications. A product of outstanding technical excellence, it is pitched to the modern need for responsive production service. It is tuned to the times. This accounts for the swing to General Ceramics Steatite in all departments of the industry.

General Ceramics Steatite is pressed, extruded or cast. Thus a wide range of applications are included within the scope of manufacture. Coil forms, standard and special pillar insulators, I.F. trimmer bases, socket insulation, antenna insulators and a great variety of Steatite parts are now being produced by General Ceramics.

Investigate General Ceramics Steatite for your government contracts, whether receiver, transmitter or special instruments. Obtain the facts about Steatite for your commercial apparatus in either large or small quantities before placing your next order.
PHOTO-EMF
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ance external to the cell is practically zero the current is 242 microamperes and when the external resistance is 200 ohms the current is 233 microamperes for the luminous flux considered. Thus with negligible external resistance the output is 484 microamperes per lumen and with 200 ohms external resistance the output is 466 microamperes per lumen, both in the straight line part of the curve. These outputs are remarkably high. The curve for the 200 ohm resistance is not shown for values below 0.4 lumen because at the lower values the curves nearly coincide. Figure 2 shows the cur-

![Fig. 4—Voltage output at low light levels](image-url)

rent curves for stronger illuminations. It is evident that the nearly linear relation between current and luminous flux existing at the lower illuminations does not hold when the illumination is strong.

Figures 3 and 4 show the potential difference at the terminals of the cell on open circuit. These potential differences were measured with a potentiometer. The potential difference increases with illumination much more rapidly than is the case with current. Although potential difference should not depend upon the exposed area of the sensitive surface, it is for the sake of uniformity plotted against total lumens received. For the smallest illumination used from the 300 watt lamp (0.0081 lumens on the cell or 0.00089 lumens per sq.cm.) the

![Your index to better insulation](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHAT IS TURBO OIL TUBING?</th>
<th>It is a tough, flexible, resistant supplementary insulating material for wires in electrical and radio apparatus. Thoroughly impregnated and baked over and over again.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHAT IS ITS EFFICIENCY?</td>
<td>Resistive to oils, acids, moisture and friction. It can be twisted, bent or otherwise strained and it never loses its true tubular shape. Also flame-proof—burns eight times slower than any other like product.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILL IT SIMPLIFY PRODUCTION METHODS?</td>
<td>Glossy-smooth makes for easy insertion of conductors. That color coding is doubly invaluable in assembly work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW ABOUT SIZES?</td>
<td>Turbo Oil Tubing comes in 12 standard colors—in some sizes—and the fact that its inside surface is packed in all sizes, 1 lin. D., and shipped in bundles or cut to specified lengths on order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>... AND DELIVERY?—fast, as we state below, orders are made up and shipped the same day we receive them—regardless of quantity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turbo Oil Tubing has its particular place in all manner of electrical and radio work—since 1920 it has been recognized as the standard in its type of quality insulation.

and SATURATED SLEEVING

This is a heavily varnished woven cotton tubing for use where extreme voltages are not encountered. It is tough, pliable and flame-resistant. Why not ask for samples of these two distinctive BRAND insulating materials?

WILLIAM BRAND & CO., 268 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK
Quality Insulation Since 1920
IN CHICAGO—217 N. DESPLAINES STREET
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To the everlasting watch along the coast, SYNTHANE laminated bakelite makes one vital contribution—dependability of the insulation in lighting and signalling circuits. Put that reliance into your product by using SYNTHANE. SYNTHANE is a material possessing a combination of many desirable properties—electrical, mechanical, chemical and physical—for many purposes. Write for information and data sheets. SYNTHANE CORPORATION, Oaks, Penna.
This superheterodyne F-133 is one of the many models manufactured by Emerson. These cover a wide range in price and style but are alike in that all reflect the genius of the engineer by whom they are designed and the integrity of the manufacturer by whom they are produced.

**EMERSON RADIOS** are equipped with GOAT FORM FITTING TUBE SHIELDS

GOAT RADIO TUBE PARTS, INC.
314 Dean Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
(A Division of THE FRED GOAT CO., INC., Est. 1893)

New 1937

**REMLER ATTENUATORS**

New Features • Same Price

Improvements provide unequalled ease of operation and long life. Attenuation variable in 27 steps of 1-2/3 db. per step up to 45 db. fading in 3 additional increasing steps from 45 db. to infinity. Attenuation change halved as switch arm spans adjacent contacts resulting in attenuation of 5/6 db. per step. Impedance practically constant over entire range of the pad. Standard impedances of 50, 200, 250 and 500 ohms. Special values to order.

- BALL BEARING ROTOR SHAFT.
- CLOCK SPRING PIGTAIL CONNECTIONS.

LA-5 LADDER TYPE—NET $10.80

REMLER COMPANY, Ltd., 2101 Bryant Street, San Francisco

REMLER—THE RADIO FIRM AS OLD AS RADIO

potential difference had the remarkably high value of 0.142 volts. An automobile lamp rated 21 candle power and at a distance of 740 cm. produced a potential difference of 20 millivolts. Using the rated output of this lamp the illumination on the cell was 0.000038 lumens per sq.cm. or 0.035 ft. candles. Figs. 3 and 4 show the rate of increase of potential difference to be less at the stronger illuminations.

Figure 5 shows the current in the outside circuit when external resistance is almost zero as a function of wave length of light using an equal energy spectrum. The equal energy spectrum with the exception of the wave length 675 mp was obtained from a General Electric mercury vapor lamp rated at 400 watts and operated at an automatically regu-

Fig. 5. Spectral response curve

lated a-c voltage. The mercury vapor lamp emits several definite wave lengths of light in the infra-red, in the visible and in the ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. By means of a selection of Wratten light filters always used in combination with a 2 cm. water cell and with a 1 cm. cell containing a 10 per cent aqueous solution of copper sulphate it is possible to absorb practically all of the radiation except the one color which is to be transmitted to the cell. Water absorbs nearly all of the infra-red of wave length greater than about 1350 mp but it does not absorb the near infra-red. Copper sulfate solution of the concentration specified absorbs everything above about 700 mp. It is advisable to include the water, however, to prevent heating the copper sulphate solution. The amounts of
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NOTE THESE ADVANTAGES

OF TRUSCON VERTICAL RADIATORS

Design factors based on principles which insure maximum overall efficiency and greatest reliability in operation.


Radical reduction of wind load on the entire structure in comparison with the conventional radio tower design.

Incorporated to advantage in directional systems because deflections can be correctly predicted and discounted.

Increased primary and secondary service areas acquired by maximum use of available transmitter output.

High effective radiation attended with proper balancing of base width, insulation and other design factors.

Increased resistance to night fading and extraneous noise interference gained through increased signal strength.

Adaptability of unit design to meet almost any shape or profile factor required by engineering considerations.

Truscon Vertical Radiators are available in frequencies up to five-eighths wave length for all frequencies throughout the broadcasting band. Either supporting or guyed types are obtainable in any height up to any economically feasible limit. Complete information will be furnished promptly upon request.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY - YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

TRUSCON VERTICAL RADIATORS
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energy in the various colors emitted by the mercury vapor lamp will naturally be quite different. To secure an equal energy spectrum it is necessary to allow the light of each wave length selected by the filter system to fall on the blackened surface of a sensitive thermopile connected to a galvanometer and it is necessary to determine the various distances between the mercury vapor lamp and the thermopile needed to produce a constant deflection of the galvanometer. Then the photo-emf cell is substituted for the thermopile and using distances as above determined the cell may be exposed separately to radiations of different wave lengths but having equal energies and the currents produced may be measured. The current values shown in Fig. 5 were obtained in this manner excepting the value for a wave length of 675 µm. It was not feasible to use one of the red lines from the mercury vapor lamp because the filter combination excluding the infra-red would not transmit enough of the mercury vapor red line to obtain a satisfactory galvanometer deflection when using the thermopile. The radiation used for this wave length was therefore obtained from a tungsten filament lamp with filters suitable for the transmission of a narrow band of light having an average wave length of 675 µm.

The points obtained are connected by a dash line. The individual points are accurate but one cannot be certain of the currents at wave lengths between those for which readings were taken. The measurements do not doubt give a fairly close indication of the effect of wave length on the current from this photo-emf cell. Points of interest are: (a) The cell is quite sensitive in the near ultra-violet. (b) The maximum sensitivity occurs in the yellow, the largest current in these measurements being for a wave length of 578 µm which is just slightly greater than the wave length (557 µm) at which the normal eye is most sensitive. (c) The sensitivity decreases rapidly in the red end of the spectrum.

The author wishes to acknowledge assistance rendered by Mr. A. L. Howard who did a large amount of the work involved in securing these measurements.
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NEW
Mercury Vapor Rectifiers

FEATURING—

1. Enclosed field structure. The anode surrounds the cathode shield and limits ionization to a small volume.

2. Rugged filament design.


Station operators throughout the country are proving daily that these tubes are remarkable for their reliability, long life and freedom from arcback.

FOR 50 KW TRANSMITTERS

266 B

- Filament voltage: 5 volts
- Filament current: 42 amperes
- Maximum peak plate current: 20 amperes
- Maximum peak inverse potential: 20,000 volts

FOR 5 KW TRANSMITTERS

315 A (2 pin base)
321 A (4 pin base)

- Filament voltage: 5 volts
- Filament current: 10 amperes
- Maximum peak plate current: 2.5 amperes
- Maximum peak inverse potential: 12,500 volts

FOR 1 KW TRANSMITTERS

267 B (2 pin base)
319 A (4 pin base)

- Filament voltage: 5 volts
- Filament current: 6.75 amperes
- Maximum peak plate current: 2.5 amperes
- Maximum peak inverse potential: 7500 volts

Western Electric
Distributed by GRAYBAR Electric Co. In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.

RADIO TELEPHONE BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT
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MANUFACTURING REVIEW

News

Mr. Emil R. Capita, designer of high frequency bombarders has announced the formation of his own company, the Eco High Frequency Corporation, 120 West 29th St., New York City. This organization, of which Mr. Capita is president, will manufacture high frequency bombarding and associated equipment.

A twenty-five per cent increase in its production space has been recently announced by the Clarostat Manufacturing Co., Inc., in the company’s own building at 285 North Sixth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

According to an announcement from the RCA Communications, Inc., a direct radio telegraph circuit has been recently opened between New York City and Monrovia, Liberia.

An increase of approximately twenty-five per cent in manufacturing space has been made by the International Resistance Company, 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa., according to a statement made by Ernest Searing, president of the International Resistance Corporation.

Appointment of Herman Scheibler as director of Sonotone Corp., has been announced by Dean Babbitt, president. Dr. Scheibler has been active for a number of years in electrical and industrial engineering. He is a graduate of the University of Budapest and also studied under Professor Irving Fisher at Yale University.

David Sarnoff, president of the Radio Corporation of America, recently announced that a dividend on the outstanding shares of the Corporation’s $3.50 cumulative convertible first preferred stock has been declared by the Board of Directors. The dividend of 87 1/2 cents a share is to be paid April 1, 1937.

The ninth annual report of the Hy-grade Sylvania Corp. for the year ending Dec. 31, 1936 shows a net increase in sales of 39% over 1935, and that dividends of $1.625 a share on the preferred stock and $0.50 on the common stock were paid out of 1936 earnings. In addition an extra dividend of $1.00 per share on the common stock was paid December 1936 to stockholders. Average number of employees on the payroll during 1936 was 3207, an increase of 261 or 7.2% over the 1935 figure.

New Products

Car Antennas

TWO NEW CAR ANTENNAS, designed to meet all automotive-radio requirements are announced by the Insuline Corp. of America, 25 Park Place, New York City. One of these, the “Poletenna”, is of the telescopic type opening to a maximum length of 8 feet. It is intended for clamping to the rear bumper of any make of car, but may also be used for amateur operation on the higher frequency bands. The second antenna, known as the “Airflow”, consists of a length of rust-proof metal supported on the top of the car by means of rubber vacuum cups, and consequently may be easily and quickly installed without drilling the top of the car. List prices are $2.50 and $3.00 respectively.

Wave Trap

A WAVE TRAP using an iron core inductance and having two ranges (one from 1720 to 700 kc. and the other from 400 to 700 kc.) has been recently marketed by the Meissner Manufacturing Co., Mount Carmel, Ill.

Midget Control

ONE OF THE LATEST control units produced by Centralab, 900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., known as the “Sub-Midget,” is an ultra small control for installation in limited spaces. The controls are available in rheostat or potentiometer types with insulated or grounded shafts. The sub-midget is of particular interest to automobile radio manufacturers who require a tone control with hollow shaft for installation in remote control. The volume control shaft passes through the unit and concentric knobs are used for volume and tone control. The sub-midget is used where resistance curve is not critical; tone and sensitivity controls are its chief application.

Convertible Microphone

A CONVERTIBLE MICROPHONE which can be conveniently and quickly changed from a non-directive to a semi-directive unit, is one of the recent developments of the Bell Telephone Laboratories. A small detachable disk supplied at one end of the microphone makes it possible to use this unit for a wide variety of applications, including directional and non-directional service. The microphone case is cylindrical in shape, with one end rounded off in the form of a hemisphere. Sound waves arriving at the unit from all angles reach the diaphragm within, when the directionalaffle is not employed. However, if it is desired to operate the unit as a directional microphone, a snug fitting disc ring is slipped over the hemispherical end with a resultant reduction in the pick-up of sound wave in all directions except that in which the microphone is pointed. When adjusted for non-directional operation, the output response is approximately — 90 db. at 3 db. With the directional adjustment, the low frequency response is substantially the same with a gradual rise in level from — 90 db. at 2,000 cycles to — 60 db. at 9000 cycles. Manufactured by the Western Electric Company.
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IDEAL for maintaining constant line voltage or for setting line voltage to any predetermined voltage from zero.

Extremely low losses . . . output voltages essentially independent of load.

VARIACS have the smooth control of the rheostat with all of the advantages of the transformer.

Thirteen models with power ratings from 170 watts to 2 kilowatts and priced from $10.00 to $40.00.

Write for Bulletin 126-E for complete data. Address: 30 State Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Branch offices in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco.
A NEW LINE OF POWER RHEOSTATS

These new models are the last word in porcelain-vitreous enamel construction.

A newly patented contact system gives exceptionally smooth control.

All moving parts are enclosed; great strength and ease of mounting are provided by new metal mounting plates.

Two popular sizes—50 and 150 watts in a wide range of resistance values—are available now; larger sizes will be ready soon.

Write for further information and...

remember the mark "H" means reliable rheostats and resistors.

HARDWICK, HINDLE • Inc.

136 PENNINGTON ST.—NEWARK, N. J.

Published last September—Already considered the best book of its type...

ELECTRONICS and ELECTRON TUBES

BY E. D. McArthur
Vacuum Tube Engineering Department
General Electric Company

This book emphasizes the fundamental principles which govern the action of all electron tubes. In addition, space is devoted to enough applications of electron tubes to illustrate their versatility. Gas-discharge tubes, in particular, receive more space than usual because of their growing importance. The book is essentially non-mathematical, but includes a statement of all important equations and data for their use.

173 pages; 89 illus.; 6 x 9; $2.50

ON APPROVAL COUPON

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
440 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Kindly send me a copy of McArthur's "Electronics and Electron Tubes," on ten days approval. If at the end of that time I decide to keep the book I will remit $2.50 plus postage; otherwise I will return the book postpaid.

Name

Address

Employed by

City and State
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MEETING EMERGENCIES!

Mechanical knowledge, efficiently applied—and with speed, has made Cinch the creator of innumerable parts to meet emergency conditions in the manufacture of radio sets. Each part shown here was created, designed or adapted to fit a definite need. And so well was this done that these parts have become permanent parts of many sets—and from a dozen to hundreds of variations of each are now in production.

You also meet "emergencies"—Let us help you with the next one. “CINCH” performance proves we both benefit.

“Cinch” and Oak Radio Sockets are licensed under H. H. Eby socket patents

SUSIDIARY: UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORP., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
2335 WEST VAN BUREN STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Portable Recording Device

A PORTABLE RECORDING machine intended especially for use in schools and colleges has just been announced by the Universal Microphone Company, Inglewood, Calif. The complete equipment, weighing about 50 lb., is contained in a black leatherette case measuring 16 in. x 22 in. x 9 in. The machine contains a velocity microphone, with folding microphone stand, together with complete recording and playback equipment for instantaneous work. The unit is operated from the 110 volt a.c. line.

Pre-Amplifier

THE UNITED TRANSFORMER CORPORATION, 72 Spring St., New York City, has brought out a pre-amplifier which obtains its power directly from the main amplifier. The pre-amplifier incorporates a resistance coupled amplifier feeding a 6C5 tube. The overall gain is 60 db. A high input impedance is obtained and the output impedance is suitable for feeding into a line. To assure low hum level, additional filtering is provided in the pre-amplifier. If desired, a separate power supply can also be obtained for this unit.

Condenser Mounting Flanges

SLOTTED FLANGES which permit easy mounting of Aerovox PBS cardboard base electrolytic capacitors are now available from the Aerovox Corporation, 70 Washington St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filament Alloy

UNDER THE NAME of "Tensite", the Wilbur B. Driver Co., Newark, N.J., has introduced a new aluminum-nickel filament alloy adapted to two volt tubes. Tensite has a high tensile strength when heated and provides greater mechanical strength than pure nickel. It may be drawn down to 0.001 of an inch for the filaments of radio tubes.

Indispensable IN THE "LAB"

These Electric PRECISION TIMERS

Accurate, split-second timing of tests in your laboratory may be the means of saving thousands of dollars for your firm in its purchase of the right materials for every job. There are several models, all with handy remote control switch, large dials mounted in attractive walnut cases. Will measure down to 1/200th of a second.

30-Day Free Trial

Write today for literature, prices, and our liberal 30-Day Free Trial Offer.

THE STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME CO.
Springfield, Massachusetts
Branch Offices in Principal Cities

Mica HIGH-VOLTAGE CAPACITORS

Available in ratings from 500 to 7000 v. D.C. Capacitors of .00004 to .1 mfd.
13 types to choose from. Tiny "postage stamp" molded unit to metal-case units, and everything between.
Popular Type 1455 shown, ideal for stacking and grouping. Insulated terminals and mounting holes.

DATA Latest catalog covers a most varied line of capacitors and resistors. Meanwhile submit your problems.
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INSULATING parts quite often represent a very small portion of the cost of a product, but if they give trouble it is frequently very expensive trouble. Therefore good insulation is usually good economy.

Since 1913 many leading American electrical organizations who take that view have depended on Formica for laminated insulating material.

There are grades and variants for every purpose. Production and fabricating equipment are available at the Formica factory in an amount that usually makes prompt shipment possible.

Send us your blue prints for quotations.

THE FORMICA INSULATION CO.
4638 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, O.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST at any hour every day of the year

R.C.A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Dept.
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

A NEW PERMANENT MAGNET Dynamic Speaker

A new development in a permanent magnet dynamic speaker which permits the removal of the magnet assembly from the basket, voice coil and cone assembly, without disturbing the magnet assembly, the center location of the pole piece or the strength of the magnet. Engineers and service men will readily appreciate this desirable feature in repairing and servicing this type of speaker. Present production in 6½" and 8" speakers.

ARISTON MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
4049-59 Diversey Avenue Chicago, Illinois

Condenser Microphone

MODEL 490-A bomb condenser microphone is a recent development of the Carrier Microphone Co., 525 S. Commercial St., Inglewood, Calif. Intended for high fidelity use, it has a frequency response which is sensibly flat from 30 to 10,000 cycles per second, and it is claimed that there is no high frequency distortion due to reflection since only a small flat surface is exposed. The amplifier is a single stage affair using a 955 acorn tube with an output of -25 db. The output impedance is either 50 ohms or 200 ohms. The amplifier housing is 3 9/16 inches in diameter and the entire unit, including microphone, amplifier and cable connection weighs but two pounds.

Noise Filter

A NOISE FILTER which is to be inserted between the power line and the radio receiver has been announced by the Technical Appliance Corporation, 17 East 16th St., New York City, and is known as the Type 104 line filter. It is claimed that this device is effective in reducing noise not only in the broadcast stand, but in the high frequency bands of all-wave receivers.

Power Rheostat

A POWER RHEOSTAT, 12 in. in diameter, and rated at 1,000 watts, is announced as a new product of the Ohmite Manufacturing Co., 4833 West Flournoy St., Chicago, Ill. This new one kilowatt rheostat is known as Model U and will undoubtedly find wide use in the control of the speed of small motors, for control of arc welding machines, etc. It is constructed of metal and ceramic materials throughout. The shaft and bushing assembly of this rheostat is electrically dead, being insulated from the live circuit by porcelain insulation capable of withstanding high voltages. Because rheostats of this size are often used in applications where the initial windings are subjected to fairly heavy current, tapered sections are commonly supplied with this rheostat.
Electrolytic Condenser

Plug-in electrolytic condenser which fits the standard vacuum tube 810 octal base has been recently placed on the market by the Tobe Deutschmann Corp., Canton, Mass.

Exponential Speakers

The Cinaudagraph Corp., Stamford, Conn., announces a new series of air-column speakers and horns which differ in construction from the conventional exponential horn unit. Spun aluminum exponential horns are available for use with the speaker unit. The horns are removable from the speaker units and are demountable for ease in transportation. Ring bolts are provided so that the assembled units may be swung from overhead wires or ropes. The smallest of the speakers is the FYA model which weighs 9 lb. without the horn and has a voice coil 1/4 in. in diameter with an impedance of 6 ohms. This unit is capable of handling a steady power input of 16 watts or peak power up to 20 watts. It is claimed that the frequency response is substantially flat from 100 to 6000 cycles. The exponential horn for this model has an air-column length of 28 in. and a bell diameter of 24 in. The largest and most powerful unit in the Model FUA having a voice coil 3/4 in. in diameter and of 6 ohms impedance. It is capable of handling 30 watts of audio power continuously with a peak of 40 watts.

Factory Call System

A Factory call system constructed on the unit principle rather than on the custom built basis, and having the flexibility required for adaptation to any size factory, is announced by the Webster Company, 3523 W. Lake St., Chicago. A feature of this factory call system is said to be the ease with which it can be installed.

Oscillograph

A complete oscillograph using the 913 cathode ray tube and thyatron linear sweep, with horizontal and vertical amplifiers, combined with an adjustable electronic wobbulator is the description of the Model 77 oscillograph announced by the Triumph Mfg. Co., 4017 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill. A single full wave power pack employing a type 865 gas tube performs the dual function of supplying the linear sweep circuit and the single trace wobbulator. The linear horizontal sweep circuit may be continuously varied from 15 to 35,000 cycles and the electronic wobbulator may be varied to sweep any band width from 0 to 55 kc. The unit is supplied in a portable steel case approximately 14" x 10" x 8" and weighs only 13 lb. Price complete with tubes $49.95.
Neon Test Lamps

Two new types of neon test lamps have been developed for use in the radio and automotive fields by the Sundt Engineering Co., 4238 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill. These tubes are classified as the electroless type and the current measuring type. The former type produces a discharge between two metal end caps deposited on the outside tips of the tube. The current passing through these tubes is in the neighborhood of 3 microamperes and the current-light ratio is said to be very high. Because of their high impedance, these tubes may be used in high voltage, low current circuits. The current measuring type is of the internal electrode glow tube type in which the length of glow along the 6-inch electrode is a measure of the current passing through the tube. This type may be used for direct measurement or for indicating the relative current in r-f circuits provided the current through the tube is limited to 10 ma.

The SIGMA RELAY

MODEL 2-A

A 12 milliwatt semi-sensitive instrument for general electronic and industrial use.

It embodies the following features:
- Input 12 milliamps, D.C.
- Hair-spring adjustment.
- Single-pole double-throw.
- Shatterable in any position at rated input.
- Full scale deflection control loads up to 1 1/2 amperes at 18 volts A.C.
- Neatly housed in glass-topped dust cover.
- Mounted on 5-pronged plug-in base with integral standard V.T. socket.

With coil resistances up to 2,000 ohms.......................... $2.00
With higher coil resistances up to 8,000 ohms........... 1.50

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC.

388 Trapelo Road Belmont, Mass.

**Correction**

Through a typographical error the name of the Wilbur B. Driver Co., wire manufacturers, was given as William B. Driver in an advertisement in the March issue of Electronics.

**Literature**

+ Tube Developments. Long ago we lost all track of what particular tube type numbers had what characteristics and were suitable for what purpose. Nevertheless, the host of new tube announcements continues. The technical bulletins listed below and received during the past month represent the manufacturer's effort to help out in a complex situation.

Raytheon has released tentative data sheets on the characteristics of the 5T4 filament type high vacuum rectifier, the 6ASG triode power amplifier, the 6BG8 duo-diode pentode in glass envelope, the 6BS8 duo-diode pentode in metal envelope, the 6CG6 twin triode amplifier and phase inverter, the 25L6G pentode output tube in glass envelope, the 2S6L5 pentode output tube, the 25AT7 rectifier and pentode output tube, the 6Y7G twin triode power amplifier, and the 1G5S pentode power amplifier.

A tentative data sheet on the 5T4 is also issued by the Radiotron Division of the RCA Manufacturing Co., Harrison, N. J. The tube has a dc output current of 250 ma., a peak inverse voltage of 1250, and an operating voltage of 450 volts r.m.s.

Technical data sheets have been issued by the Hygrade Sylvania Corp., Emporium, Pa., and New York City, covering the characteristics of the 1G5S two volt output pentode, the 6CG6 double triode amplifier, the 6U6G r-f pentode, the 6V7G duo-diode triode, and the 25L6G beam power amplifier.

Approval of the ratings of eleven different types of power tubes manufactured by Taylor Tubes, Inc., 2961 Wabansia Ave., Chicago, has been given by the Federal Communications Commission. For high level modulation in the last r-f stage, one of the Taylor tubes are rated at 50 watts, three at 75 watts, two at 125 watts, and four at 1 kw. For low level modulation or for the last r-f stage operating as a linear power amplifier, four tubes have been rated at 25 watts, one at 50 watts, and four at 75 watts.

+ Condenser Catalog. Catalog 8-F entitled "Radio Capacitors" and published by the Solar Manufacturing Corporation, 550 Broadway, New York City describes a complete line of wet electrolytic capacitors, dry electrolytics, paper, and mica insulated condensers of various capacities and types of construction. In addition to the condensers described there is a description of a commercial unit of the bridge type for measuring capacity, power factor, resistance, and which may also be used to detect defects in commercial condensers.
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**GADE High Vacuum Pumps**

GADE AIR PUMPS include a variety of Mercury Diffusion, Rotary Oil and Molecular Pumps with accessories for producing and maintaining the highest possible degree of vacuum.

LEYBOLD OIL DIFFUSION PUMPS—using Apiezon Oil B—are now available for high vacuum work. No freezing traps required.

APIEZON OILS, GREASES AND WAXES have vapor pressures as low as 10⁻⁷ mm. of Hg at room temperature. They provide a non-poisonous liquid for Oil Diffusion Pumps and sealing media for high vacuum systems.

For full particulars, please write for Bulletin E-1585.

James G. Biddle Co.
Electrical and Scientific Instruments
1911-13 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DYNAMOTORS CONVERTERS GEN-E-MOTORS

Radio engineers have learned from experience that Pioneer Gen-E-Motor Corporation's dynamos, gen-e-motors and alternators provide the ultimate in dependable power for all industrial, home, marine and auto radio, public address, marine, radio, public service, etc. They are available in a wide range of capacities and with every requirement to the last degree. For complete information, write PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR CORP., Dept. R-44, 466 West Superior St., Chicago, Ill.

**Recording Equipment.** A price list of accessories for recording, such as needles, aluminum and cellulose discs, etc., is available from the Mirror Record Corporation, 58 West 125th Street, New York City.

**Interference Data.** A condensed summary on methods of eliminating man-made interference in home and auto radio installations is contained in a handy booklet released by the Continental Carbon, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. This 24-page vestpocket booklet is obtainable for ten cents from the Continental Carbon Distributors or direct from the factory, 13900 Loraine Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

**Beam Power Amplifiers.** The operation of the 6L6 beam power tube and distortion stabilized feedback circuit are discussed in a technical bulletin and catalog entitled "Beam Power Amplifiers," published by the United Transformer Corporation, 72 Spring Street, New York City. Amplifier components, as well as kits suitable for building amplifiers are listed.

**Magnet Steel.** The technical characteristics, applications, and uses of a magnet steel commercially known as Nipermag is described in a four-page bulletin issued by the Cinaudigraph Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

**Low Loss Parts.** A bulletin describing the Boonton high-Q radio components for laboratory and receiving purposes is available from Boonton Radio Corporation, Boonton, N. J.

**Lacquer Finishes.** A series of technical bulletins describing various lacquers and chemical resistant finishes which are finding use in the radio field, are available from the Roxalin Flexible Lacquer Company, Elizabeth, N. J.

**Antenna Systems.** A 12-page technical bulletin describing the installation of master antenna systems for hotels and apartments has been issued recently by The Technical Appliance Corporation, 17 East 16th Street, New York City.

**Platinum Products.** A 44-page illustrated booklet illustrating the use of platinum laboratory ware, and alloys of platinum and other precious metals is the catalog No. 16 of the American Platinum Works, Newark, N. J. Special interest to tube manufacturers is a section dealing with the use of platinum wires for tube filaments.

**Nickel Silver.** The Riverside Metal Company, announce that a new edition of their reference work on nickel silver is about to come from the press. This is a 48-page booklet giving complete data on sheet, strip, wire and rod alloy of nickel material. It is available for free distribution. Address 1 Pavilion Ave., Burlington County, Riverside, N. J.

---

Here It Is! The Instrument of 1000 Uses

**Complete A.C.-D.C.**

**POCKET VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER**

Engineers are very enthusiastic about this pocket size instrument, sturdy and precision built. Handy for laboratory, shop or field use.

Model 666—Has 3½° Square. Triplett Rectifier Type Instrument.

A.C.-D.C. Voltage Scales Read: 10-50-250-500-1000 at 1000 ohms per volt.

D.C. Milliammeme Scales Read: 1-10-50-250.

Ohms Scales Read: Low ½-300; High 250,000.

**Dealer Price $15.00**

A complete instrument for all servicing and other needs. Can be used for all A.C.-D.C. voltage, current and resistance analyses. Attractive Heavy Black Leather Carrying Case with Finishes Edges and Strap. Model 669, supplied extra.

**Dealer Price $3.00**

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

---

The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. 334 Harmon Ave., Bluffton, Ohio

Without obligation please send me

I am also interested in...

Name

Address...

City...

State
Radio Parts. A 42-page catalog of Yaxley switches, condensers, rectifiers, jacks, and other component parts has just been released by the P. R. Mallory & Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. In addition to the regular catalog section, several pages are devoted to specifying suitable replacement units which may be used in assisting the service man to make a quick and suitable selection of material for his needs.

Optical Equipment. A loose-leaf booklet of particular interest to college, industrial and research laboratories describes the universal optical bench and other optical equipment manufactured by R. Fuess, Inc., 245 West 55th Street, New York City. The optical bench is provided with a complete set of accessories, lens holder, iris diaphragms, microscope screen or filter lamp houses, riders, and other specialized units. The flexibility of the equipment described enables the research worker to carry on investigations in spectroscopic examination, microscopy, or photomicrography with the minimum investment of capital.

P-A Equipment. A series of amplifiers and portable sound systems is described in an 8-page folder giving technical information on the products of the Amplifier Company of America, 37 West 29th Street, New York City.

Transformers. A transformer intended for the operation of neon signs and having an unusually attractive appearance is described in a technical bulletin issued by the Acme Electric & Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio. These transformers are available in stock sizes from 60 to 210 watts.

Sound Equipment. Bulletin S-36 recently issued by the Atlas Sound Corporation, 1451 39th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., describes a series of horns, speaker units, stands, deflector baffles, microphones, and amplifiers for general public address and sound distributing work.

Recording Equipment. A folder entitled "How Radio Stations Use Instantaneous Recording," published by the Presto Recording Corporation, 139 West 19th Street, New York City, enumerates some two dozen different uses for Presto recording turntables and related equipment.

Resistance Manual. A handy, pocket-size manual, in durable cover, containing complete resistor information for engineers and designers of electric and electronic equipment has just been issued by the International Resistance Company, 401 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.


Tensite

A new high hot-tensile-strength filament alloy filling long-sought need in 2-volt tube construction.

Replaces pure nickel and provides greater mechanical strength.

Has greater emissivity than pure nickel.

Just one of many filament alloys and tube materials that bear the W.B.D. endorsement.

WILBUR B. DRIVER CO.

NEW JERSEY

"There is no substitute for Quality"

FERRANTI

"Transformer Builders for 55 Years"
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CALLITE LEADS!

5 YEARS AGO...
Callite originated and developed Kulgrid "C".

TODAY...
Kulgrid "C" Tungsten Weld— the acknowledged lead-in leader!

Kulgrid "C" is rapidly replacing ordinary copper strand because it eliminates reductions and reduces production costs.

Note the difference between Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Considerable crystallization of the Tungsten is apparent in the weld using ordinary copper strand (Fig. 1). Excessive oxidation of the copper takes place under the processing temperatures. The resulting wide flakes off and deposits in the tube press, causing stem leakage. Frequently, oxidation progresses to a point where the strand becomes brittle and actually falls off at or prior to the baking operation.

Kulgrid "C" Strand, however, has none of these objectionable features. Note that in Fig. 2, practically no crystallization of the Tungsten takes place. Kulgrid "C" does not oxidize. It is flexible and does not become brittle. It welds more readily to tungsten than ordinary copper strand and forms a strong joint.

Accept no inferior substitutes

New Beauty! New Performance!

SHURE ZEPHYR BALANCED-TRACKING CRYSTAL RECORD REPRODUCER

It's making pickup history! Exclusive "needle-tip" Balanced-Tracking reduces record wear . . . makes records last longer. Improved wide-range frequency characteristic and transient response insure truer fidelity . . . more accurate life-like reproduction. "Full-floating" Crystal minimizes possibility of damage thru shocks and jars. High-bill arm for easy needle changing. Low needle-point impedance . . . and many other advanced improvements. Plays 10" and 12" records.

Order a Shure ZEPHYR today. Or write for Data Sheet 300M for complete technical information.

"ULTRA" MICROPHONES SPECIALLY ENGINEERED FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT

Already a favorite with discriminating engineers because of the exceptional response characteristics closely approaching the most rigid specifications for true high fidelity—Now, these Shure "Ultra" microphones are available to manufacturers of public address, recording, and transmitting equipment with specially engineered response curves for best overall response of the complete system! "Custom-built" response—available only in Shure Microphones—simplifies equipment design, improves overall performance. For complete information, write for Engineering News Bulletins 100M today.

SHURE ZEPHYR
SHURE BROTHERS MICROPHONE HEADQUARTERS
225 WEST HURON STREET • CHICAGO, U. S. A.

Test Equipment. Technical bulletins and price lists have been received describing the type 100AQ meter and the type 110AQX checker, both manufactured by the Boonton Radio Corp., Boonton, N. J. The Q meter is a high speed laboratory and factory instrument for the measurement of the electrical characteristics of coils, condensers, resistors, and other circuit components in the frequency range from 50 kc. to 50 mc. The QX checker is a precision instrument for the production testing, grouping, and adjusting of coils and condensers at radio frequencies. Over the ordinary bridge method of measurement it provides a more simple, dependable, and stable method of checking Q and L or C in one operation.

Relays. Technical data sheets describing sensitive relays manufactured by Sigma Instrument, Inc., 388 Capello Road, Belmont, Mass., are available. The type 1-A relays have a field resistance of from 24 to 6,700 ohms and are rated to operate on 4 milliwatts d.c. The type 2-A relays are available with field resistance values up from 100 to 8,000 ohms and are rated at 12 milliwatts, d.c. The latter are provided with contacts which will handle 150 watts non-inductive loads whereas the type 1-A will handle 50 watts at 110 volts a.c.

Transmitter. A technical bulletin describing a 1,000-watt transmitter manufactured by the Transmitter Manufacturing Co., 330 Cedar Street, New York City features a completely hand switching exciter unit, automatic plug-in chassis, channel protected cabling, grid excitation control, no neutralizing adjustment, power control grid for half or full power output, complete remote control facilities, and a high fidelity speed amplifier combined with a two-channel mixer.

Wires and Cables. Bulletin BW3 issued by the General Cable Corporation, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York City, describes a complete line of electrical conductors for power and lighting circuits. In addition to providing a catalog on General Cable products, the 48-page booklet contains a number of pages of useful general information on electrical characteristics of conductors, conversion tables, etc.

Resistors. Catalog No. 15 describes rheostats and resistance units for the industrial, radio, and electronic fields which are manufactured by and available from the Ohmite Manufacturing Company, 4835 Flournoy Street, Chicago, Ill. In addition to the usual line of variable and fixed resistors information is also presented on T- and L-pad attenuators having power dissipation of 25 and 50 watts.
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electronics For MAY

This issue will be read at meeting by the more important radio, broadcasting and communications engineers attending who will dictate the design and production destinies of the biggest year in radio history. It will be read back home by the balance of the 11,000 subscribers, who pay $5.00 per year for ELECTRONICS in order that they may keep abreast of their specialized business.

WHAT THESE ENGINEERS SPECIFY WILL BE ORDERED

With 1937 prospects for bigger and better business, engineers are planning their fall production schedules. They are free to consider new ideas, more costly layouts, and larger production schedules. They will get what they want — and you will deliver what they specify — if they know the advantages of your product and service.

The moral is clear: to get YOUR share of this great business, put your story before the engineers whose specifications result in orders. If you reach these men in a receptive mood, so much the better — and what better opportunity to reach the right men in a receptive mood than in the pages of May ELECTRONICS.

IN THE ADVERTISING PAGES

You'll be talking to the who's who among engineers and executives in a publication which increased its readership 49% in 16 months and is still going up.

You'll be telling your story in a publication whose value as an advertising medium is expressed in growth of acceptance — a 37% increase in 1936 over 1935 and still going up.

You'll get your message to the "tops" in an exclusive field effectively and economically in May ELECTRONICS.

RESERVE YOUR SPACE NOW **** FORMS CLOSE APRIL 22

electronics

A Special Opportunity to Broadcast Your Sales Message

I.R.E. SILVER ANNIVERSARY

IN THIS ISSUE EDITORIALLY

Will be a review of the radio art during the 25 years of the Institute's growth in this amazing industry. It will feature articles on set production, broadcasting, aircraft communication and other branches of the radio industry. It will contain the full story of the convention and its background — a useful and valuable record for those who attend the convention and those who cannot.
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ETERNAL ROAD

[Continued from page 29]

panied from booms about 10 feet from the floor, 10 feet apart and 8 feet from the nearest instruments. They were pointed toward the back row of instruments, compensating to a large extent for the different distances to the various instruments. The ribbon microphone is most sensitive in the direction at right angles to the axis of the ribbon and falls off to zero sensitivity in the direction parallel to the ribbon. The fact that these microphones have equal sensitivity on the two sides made it possible to obtain an intimate pickup from one side and a reverberant pickup from the other side. The best balance between direct and reflected sound was obtained by the simple process of varying the distance between the microphones and the orchestra.

The necessary recording equipment, a high fidelity monitoring system and a push-pull film phonograph were assembled in an adjoining room. The output from each of the microphones was fed through cables to a pair of microphone amplifiers. These in turn were fed into a mixing panel with the necessary facilities for mixing the output from the two microphones, for adjusting the level of either microphone and for adjusting the level of the combined signal. From the mixing panel, the signal was fed into the recording amplifier connected to the recording galvanometer. A Neon type volume indicator and a monitoring amplifier were bridged across the recording amplifier. The volume indicator consisted of 13 small neon lamps connected in such a way that as the signal was raised, each lamp in turn would light at a predetermined level. The indicator covered a range of 48 deg. It was placed just over the mixing panel so as to be easily visible by the mixer. A monitoring speaker at one end of the room was used to judge the quality and balance of the orchestra. The push-pull film phonograph and the recorder were equipped with three-phase synchronous motors, thus insuring perfect synchronism.
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Fast...Reliable
RELAYS BY GUARDIAN

When these great liners hurtle from coast to coast, covering distances in a few hours that formerly took days, they’re guided and guarded by Relays by Guardian. They depend on Guardian Relays for automatic band switching of the radio aloft and aground...protecting the instruments against sudden overloads...automatically lighting the landing field flood lights. These units must not fail—lives depend upon their perfect functioning—therefore the builders specify Relays by Guardian.

Send us your relay problems. We’ll gladly submit sample relays, made to your specifications without cost or obligations.

Solenoids—Step-up Switchers—Counters
Write for illustrated catalog • “Relays by Guardian”

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC
1625 West Walnut
Street • Chicago

THIS NEW RESISTOR is available
Rough Wound or completed to 1% accuracy...

Two purposes are served by the Model M Resistor: that of a unit ready to be calibrated by purchaser to meet requirements or as a complete unit of standard accuracy with soldering lug terminals.

Where manufacturers wish to Wind lower resistance values, we can supply Type M Winding Forms.

Write for details and prices.

Type M: 1 Watt; Accuracy 1/2%. Resistance Range: 0.5 to 500,000 ohms. Size: 1” dia., 1/4” high.

MICROHM
WIRE WOUND RESISTORS

PRECISION RESISTOR CO. — 332 BADGER AVE. — NEWARK, N. J.

LEACH RELAYS
ALWAYS ON THE JOB GIVING
DEPENDABLE OPERATION

The new Leach Impulse Relays make possible many new developments such as new circuits, new lock-out schemes—alarm systems and safety devices. Operation is dependable, absolutely quiet, and fast...time required to shift from one position to the other is approximately 1/60 second.

LEACH RELAY COMPANY, 5915 Avalon Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 15 E. 20th St., New York City

Please send me your new catalog. I am interested in __________ relay.

Name ____________________________
Company __________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________________

During the recording of the orchestra selections, it was necessary to compress the volume range somewhat. The original volume range of the orchestra was about 55 db. It was found advisable to compress this to about 45 db. by allowing the very loud passages to overshoot the sound track as much as 3 db. and by raising the level as much at 7 db. during the very weak passages. So that the time for the loud and weak passages could be known in advance, the mixer followed the musical score and made the necessary volume changes smoothly and slowly.

After the orchestra recordings had been completed, preliminary prints were made for the purpose of synchronizing the subsequent chorus recordings. A chorus of seventy-five voices was assembled in the large hall. Each member was given a Sonatone bone conduction receiver which fastened behind his ear. The director, who was also supplied with a Sonatone receiver, occupied a partially sound proof booth with a window facing the chorus. All of the receivers were connected in parallel and were fed from the film phonograph amplifier. In this way recordings were made of the chorus singing in perfect synchronism with the accompaniment of the orchestra.

The final prints of all the recordings were made on an ultra-violet non-slip printer. Even though the negatives were perfect, the full quality could not be transferred to the print if intermittent slippage occurred between the films during the printing operation. With the sprocket type printer in common use at the present time, it is nearly impossible to prevent intermittent slippage. The non-slip printer automatically compensates for film shrinkage and insures perfect contact and no relative motion between films. The use of ultra-violet light for printing further improves the quality by restricting the exposure to the surface of the print. The negatives were recorded on regular positive sound recording film. They were processed to a gamma of about 2.0 and a density of 1.9. The prints were made on regular motion picture positive film and were processed to a gamma of about 2 and a density of 1.4.
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The Solution of Your Problem

in the field of Electronic devices may be found through enlisting the services of the Consultants whose cards appear on this page.

This is a highly specialized field and specialists are therefore better able to undertake the rapid developments necessary to keep in step with modern manufacturing progress.
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Frequency Range Equal to the Best Available Program Material

The unusually smooth response curve shown is typical of the results obtained by the use of LANSING High Fidelity Loud Speaker Systems.

 Corrections for microphone characteristics have been made but the curve has not been smoothed in any way.

 Notice the complete absence of any resonant peak and the very small amplitude of such irregularities as do occur.

 Complete specifications will be furnished to all inquirers giving detailed information regarding their requirements.

* Third of a Series of Advertisements Beginning with the February issue.

LANSING MANUFACTURING CO.
6900 McKinley Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Universal Type R Velocity Microphone

Engineered for Present-Day Amplifiers
In every possible impedance from 33 ohms to fit dynamic line to high impedance direct to grid types
Up to the minute in appearance
All models have twin transformers
Positively no hums
The response you want at a price you want to pay
Dealer's cost $13.23 net
Sold on a money back guarantee, Your jobbers stock them. Ask to see one. Send for complete catalog.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD.
424 WARREN LANE
INGLEWOOD, CALIF., U. S. A.

SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT

Designed to meet the most exacting professional requirements—sturdy construction—simple in operation—priced within the range of every potential user.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE AND PRICE
Also manufacturers of the famous CLEEN-CUT blanks for instantaneous recording. Literature and price list sent upon request.

Allied Recording Products Co.
126 West 46th St., New York, N. Y.
Cable Address: Allrecord

U. S. PATENTS

Electron Tube Applications

Ignition testing. A device comprising a vacuum tube with connections to the contacts of an interrupter of an internal combustion ignition system, an illuminating element and a rotating apertured element for viewing the illumination. W. P. Brush, San Francisco, Calif. No. 2,067,256.

Pressure measurements. In connection with an engine including a chamber in which a fluid undergoes rapid variations of pressure, the chamber is provided with an aperture to which is fitted a diaphragm, one side of which has a reflecting surface. Light is projected onto this reflecting surface and its variations are the measure of the pressure variations within the cylinder. Marcel Demontvignier and André Labarte, France. No. 2,067,262.

Elevator control. Use of a gaseous discharge tube, a condenser and resistance for effecting delay periods, etc. A. A. Chubb, G. E. Co., Ltd. No. 2,067,378.

Touch sensitive apparatus. A Photocell, an amplifier, a relay, etc., in a bridge circuit, the bridge constituting a balanced circuit when the photocell is darkened and the touch control element is undisturbed by proximity of a body thereto. E. V. Bereche, Industrial Electronic Control Co., Inc., New York, N. Y. No. 2,052,916.

Heat-treating. Apparatus for heat-treating a ferrous metal strip comprising an electric furnace, a heated
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strip and a standard strip with means whereby the differences in permeability between the portion of the strip passing through the furnace compared to the permeability of the standard piece will cause operation of the furnace control means. A. R. Stargardter, Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston. No. 2,059,976.


Metal detector. Apparatus for detecting the presence and locating metallic bodies hidden beneath the surface of the ground, comprising an exploring coil, an oscillator, etc. H. L. Berry, Tucumcari, N. M. No. 2,048-591.


Pressure measuring. Use of piezoelectric crystal to record the magnitude of and the variations in the pressure exerted between two elements. R. J. Beavers and H. R. Laird, Western Electric Co. No. 2,054,787.

Voltage control. A system for obtaining constant voltage from an electric current source having a variable voltage by means of glow discharge tubes. Kurt Schlesinger, Berlin, Germany. No. 2,064,883.

Alarm. Device for indicating illumination values, a time survey and means to prevent momentary fluctuations in illumination causing a change in the signal. A. H. Lamb, Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. No. 2,064,886.

Voltage indicator. Indicating to an arc welding operator the voltage of his welding arc. W. Richter, A. O. Smith Corp. No. 2,045,801. See also No. 2,045,800, arc length indicator, and No. 2,045,803, welding apparatus.
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In a fighter, it's stamina and skill that make for championship performance.

In the manufacture of strip metal parts, stamina and skill are also of paramount importance — the stamina of durable, corrosion-resistant metals — nickel, Monel, and nickel alloys,— combined with the skill of a firm which has been "stripped for action" to produce light gauge strip exclusively for over a quarter of a century.

"Somers Stands for Strip"

SOMERS BRASS CO. - INC
350 MADISON AVE.
Mill at Waterbury, Conn.

— accuracy in electrical measurements to one part in a million!

Here is a new manual for research workers in physics and electrical engineering that deals exclusively with methods that provide extreme accuracy in measurements of the electrical units and facilitate precise comparisons of standards.

Just published

ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

Precise Comparisons of Standards and Absolute Determinations of the Units

by HARVEY L. CURTIS
Principal Physicist, National Bureau of Standards

The author says in the Preface: "Comparisons of resistance standards are now made to one part in ten million, and the same can be said concerning standard cells. Standards frequencies are now disseminated which have this accuracy. The need for this extreme accuracy is exceptional, but its use indicates the trend in electrical measurements and shows that an accuracy of one part in a million should be the goal in most fields."

Following introductory matter, fifteen chapters are devoted to detailed descriptions of the various methods, giving for each an indication of the difficulties in the experimental procedure, an outline of the assumptions that have been made in developing the theory, and an estimate of the accuracy that can be obtained by its use.
Electrically and mechanically engineered to produce the finest and most uniform response throughout the entire audio range— with minimum record wear—Fairchild-Proctor Pickups are becoming standard equipment in the foremost broadcast stations throughout the world.

Light Weight - Scientific Balance by Adjustable Counterweight; Calibrated Needle Pressure Scale - Ball-bearing throughout - Minimum Record Wear - Extended Frequency Range, High and Low - Uniform Response - Non-Resonant - Non-Magnetic - Freely Damped - Selected Crystal - Precision Manufacture.

Write for Complete Catalog

FAIRCHILD AERIAL CAMERA CORPORATION
SOUND EQUIPMENT DIVISION
62-10 WOODSIDE AVENUE • WOODSIDE, NEW YORK CITY

NEOBEAM OSCILLOSCOPE
(Bridge Measurements)

One of the many uses for the Neobeam Oscilloscope is a null indicator for RESISTANCE, CAPACITY and INDUCTANCE BRIDGES because its sensitivity is far greater than most galvanometers.

SUNDT ENGINEERING COMPANY, 4248 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, Ill.
(Affiliate of LittelFree Laboratories)

WAXES • COMPOUNDS • VARNISHES for ELECTRICAL INSULATION

Zopher offers prompt service on Insulating Compounds for a wide variety of electrical applications, including:
- Insulation for CONDENSERS, TRANSFORMERS, COILS, power packs, pot heads, sockets, wiring devices, lead and dry batteries, etc.
- Also WAX SATURATORS for braided wire and tape. WAXES for radio parts.
Special compounds made to your order.

ZOPHAR MILLS INC.
130-26th St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
FOUNDED 1846

BRITISH PATENTS

Modulation system. Modulation is effected according to the floating-carrier method, by using Class B amplifiers for the modulating-voltage, and by utilizing the variation in their direct current resistance to alter the grid or plate-voltage of the carrier-wave amplifier, and to raise and lower the carrier level according to signal volume. British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. No. 453,732.

Automobile antenna. An aerial for use on an automobile consists of a U-shaped dipole, broadly tuned to the frequency at which the most serious ignition interference occurs. R. M. Smith, Marconi Co. No. 453,736.

Oscillator. A feed-back oscillator giving considerable power output comprises a multi-grid tube with one grid employed for feed-back and with the frequency controlled by oscillations from a separate control oscillator applied to another grid. Marconi Co. No. 453,852.

Automatic tuning. The muting of a noise suppressor system is removed by a voltage produced by the error detector which is inoperative as regards action on the tuning system during manual tuning. Murphy Radio, Ltd. No. 453,858.

Mosaic. A photo-electrically sensitized mosaic screen for use in a cathode-ray-tube forms a finely apertured wire base such as gauze, which is rolled flat and then insulated by an enamel which enters the apertures; the apertures are then filled with metal either by pressing the material in paste or powder form, or by depositing the metal electrolytically. This may be effected on to a backing plate subsequently removed by grinding. The mesh may have 22,500 or 40,000 openings per square inch. One side of all the metal insets is then coated with photo-sensitive material. In a modification the screen may be formed from a thin metal sheet by a photo-engraving process by which a pattern of the apertures is photographed on a thin plate and an acid is applied to eat away the material unprotected by the photographic layer; the layer is then cleaned, enameled and filled with metal which is sensitized on one side. L. E. Flory, Marconi Co. No. 454,422.

Wide band amplifier. Uniform amplification over a band of frequencies is obtained by coupling tuned grid and anode circuits of a high frequency amplifier through an ohmic resistance. Philips. No. 454,435.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

EMPLOYMENT : BUSINESS : OPPORTUNITIES : EQUIPMENT—USED or RESALE

DISPLAYED—RATE PER WORD
Positions Vacant and all other classifica-
tions 10 cents a word, minimum charge
$2.00.
Positions Vacant, full or part-time, salary
employment only. 1/4 the above rates, payable in advance.
Proposals, 40 cents a line an insertion.

COPY FOR NEW ADVERTISEMENTS RECEIVED UNTIL THE 20th OF THE MONTH FOR THE ISSUE OUT THE FOLLOWING MONTH (Elect)

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

DRAFTSMEN, Designers, Engineers, and
many other technical positions now open in
the New York Herald Tribune, mornings and
Nachos. Write for free booklet "Classes of
Employment" handled by the better New
York employment agencies.

Vacant Positions

UNDISPLAYD—RATE PER INCH
1 inch 1.00 2 to 3 inches 0.75 an Inch
4 to 5 inches 0.50 an Inch
Other spaces and contract rates on request.
An advertising minic is measured vertically
on the column. 3 columns—30 inches—

SICILIAN: 18th St., New York City.

PROFILE WANTED

RADIO ENGINEER, twenty years design,
construction, maintenance, and operation
experience with radio-telephone and telegraph
transmitters, exchange, control and char-

WANTED

WANTED TO BUY

Miniature Electrical Instruments
D.C. and A.C. Model 301 and others.
State price and quantity.

WAITING

We pay highest prices for your surplus
radio apparatus, meters, etc.,
radio, transistors, of any sort.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO.
65-67 E. 8th St.
New York, N. Y.

FOR SALE

HIGH GRADE NEW AND USED
ELECTRONIC TUBE EQUIPMENT
For stock of Equipment of
Recent Type and Quality

KAIREH ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Specialists in Equipment and Methods for the
Manufacturing of Electronic Tubes, In-
deed Lamps, Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes, etc.

DEPENDABLE
New and Used
ELECTRONIC TUBE EQUIPMENT
A complete line of equipment for the manufacture
of Radio Tubes, New Tubes, Instrument Lamps, etc.

Write for Bulletin showing savings from 25 to 50%

EISLER ELECTRIC CORP.
214 30th Street, Union City, N. J.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
New and Used for
ELECTRONIC TUBE MAKING,
LABORATORY, AND SCHOOL UNITS

Write for Bulletin showing savings from 25 to 50%

ELECTRONICS MACHINE CO.

11th Street, Newark, N. J.

YOUR ORGANIZATION

Is it complete?
Are you expanding it?
Making replacements?
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Naturally, you are anxious to se-
cure the most suitable man or men
available. You want men with the
special training that will make
them an asset to your organization.
You can contact such men through a
Position Vacant advertisement in the
Searchlight Section of ELECTRONICS.
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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POWER TUBES

TANTALUM

TANTALUM TUBES, especially those having thoriated filaments, need an especially effective "getter".

A tantalum plate is the most effective getter because it reacts chemically with all gases liberated by other tube parts, and the rate of reaction increases with temperature up to incandescence. The tantalum compounds formed by the getter are non-volatile, and cannot be decomposed, at any operating temperature.

In effect, tantalum serves as a highly efficient vacuum pump during every minute of the tube's entire life.

Tantalum is more easily cleaned and degassed than other tube materials. It does not become embrittled when heated to high temperatures in vacuum. Tube makers who use tantalum experience far less shrinkage.

Tantalum tubes perform better, last longer, command— and deserve—higher prices. Tantalum tubes in commercial ship-to-shore radio service have piled up life records as high as 17,000 hours—and then the tantalum parts have been reclaimed and used again.

The facilities and experience of the Fansteel research staff are at the disposal of tube manufacturers who wish to investigate tantalum.

FANSTEEL
METALLURGICAL CORPORATION
NORTH CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

TEXAS TO ROUTE
TUNGSTEN COLUMBUS
MOLYBDENUM ELECTRICAL CONTACTS

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
Flournoy St., Chicago, Ill.

April 1937 — ELECTRONICS
To the metal products industries of America, the name Shakeproof represents far more than a source of supply. Rather, it has been an inspiration for better assembly methods—reduced unit costs, quickened production and improved performance of finished goods. With a background of precision manufacturing and metallurgical research, Shakeproof's engineering department is continually striving to improve Shakeproof products and develop still better metal fastening methods and materials. If you have not taken advantage of Shakeproof's Four-Fold Fastening Service, do so now! Inquiries on specific problems are given immediate attention. Descriptive literature and test samples of any Shakeproof product will be furnished on request. Write us today!
THIS RCA TUBE OPERATED

30,105\(\frac{3}{4}\) HOURS

WITHOUT TROUBLE OR CARE

Long life even more remarkable when you consider this:
PLATE VOLTAGE WAS APPLIED CONTINUOUSLY
DURING ENTIRE PERIOD OF THE TUBE'S OPERATION

Since September, 1930, this tube gave typical
RCA Service — Efficient, Economical!

- Sept. 18, 1930...The tube, new, installed in Station WPCH, Hoboken.
- Removed for spare March 11, 1931. Back in again 10 days later.
- WPCH discontinues. Tube removed June 5, 1933. Total hours used: 11,019\(\frac{1}{2}\).
- Back to work again June 15, 1933, in WMCA (New York) Auxiliary. Removed January 12, 1934, and in main WMCA rectifier.
- A long and faithful career ended October 21, 1936.

TOTAL HOURS OF USE SINCE 1930: 30,105\(\frac{3}{4}\)!

RCA Radiotrons

RCA RADIotron DIVISION, RCA MFG. CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J.
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA